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INTRODUCTION 

Motivation for the study of the auxiliary verbs and the 
deficient verbs 

0.1 The nGn-finite verbs, i.e. the auxiliary verbs 
and the deficient verbs, have always been a problem to me 
and the students of Tswana. The solution to this problem 

could not be found in any of the available textbooks written 
in Tswana by Cole, Matseke, Malepe and others. In the 

preface of his Tswana grammar, Cole admits that no portion 
of the textbook is exhaustive in its treatment of any 

aspect. Furthermore he says: " ••• on the deficient verbs 
alone, for example, one could write hundreds of pages". 1 

0.2 Much has been written on the non-finite verbs in 
the Nguni languages. Reference can be made here to J.A. 

Louw's works, Die defisiente Verbum in Zoetoe (M.A. dis
sertation, University of Stellenbosch, 1949) and 'n Verge

Zykende Studie van die Defisiente Verbum in die Ngunitate 

(D.Litt. thesis, University of Stellenbosch, 1963). As 

far as we are aware, little has been done on the auxiliary 
verbs and the deficient verbs in Tswana. Scholars in 
Tswana have referred, almost in passing to these verbal 
forms. They usually briefly indicate one or two of the 
characteristics of these verbal forms. None of them has 

so far incorporated the morphological, semological, syn
tactical and phonological characteristics of the auxiliary 
verbs and deficient verbs in his treatment of these verbal 
forms. An attempt will be made in this study to inves
ti~ate this matter of auxiliary verbs and deficient verbs 
in a broader manner. 

Presentation 

0.3 This work is divided into three chapters only. 
The first chapter will include a short survey of earlier 
work on the auxiliary verbs and the deficient verbs. A 

1. Cele, D.T.: Introduction t0 TBWana Grarmrar, p.vi. 
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statement of the problem as well as the method of inves

tigating will also be made in this chapter. To promote 

c larity, certain terms and abbreviations which will be 

used in this study will be explained. Finally, an evalua

tion of the contributions made on the auxiliary verbs and 

the deficient verbs will be made. This will help us to 

determine the amount of work done already by scholars in 

various Bantu languages. Some useful data on this aspect 

will also be obtained from their contributions. The second 

chapter will be devoted to the auxiliary verbs. A sys

tematic survey of their morphological, semological, syntac

tical and phonological characteristics will be made. In 

the third and last chapter a~tention will be given to the 

deficient verbs. Their morphological, semological, syn

tactical and phonological characteristics will also be set 

out clearly and comprehensively. On the strength of the 

characteristics of the auxiliary verbs and the deficient 

verbs noted in the discussion, we shall conclude by effect

ing a proper classification of these verbal forms. 



CHAPTER 1 

A SHORT SURVEY OF EARLIER WORK ON THE 
AUXILIARY AND THE DEFICIENT VERBS 

Different views on the auxiliary and the deficient 

verbs have been expressed by scholars in Bantu langua~es. 

K. Endemann uses the term "defective Verben" to 

refer to certain verbal forms . Under defecti've verbs he 
1 includes - tla , - ka , - na, · - ra, -sa, -le and -mme . He does 

not refer to them as members of a particular word-class, 

nor does he attempt to define them, or to distinguish them 

from the finite or principal verbs. 

1.1.2 From the material J . O'Neil has gathered on the 

auxil iary verbs in Shona, it is e vident that he regards 

them as ordinary verbs used in a particular context, 

usually with an adverbial function. 

of the verb ku- bva , he says: "(a) 

For example, in respect 

ku-bva is a real verb 

with the primary meaning of 'come from', wa- ka-bva Harare 

(He comes from Salisbury) . (b) As an auxiliary verb, 

ku- bva means 'thereupon' or 'and so' or 'straightway ' or 

'thenceforth', e . g. Nda-bva ndo- enda (Thereupon (and so) 

I went) . " 2 

1.1.3 Doke places the auxiliary verbs and the deficient 

verbs into one category, calling the former "true deficient 

verbs, which function only as such". He calls the latter 

"regular verbs which may be used with deficient function". 3 

He defines them as: "words which form compound tenses, 

giving various shades of meaning and additional implications, 

such as the occasional, persistent, consecutive, etc!4 

In his Southern Sotho grammar , he adds that: 

"deficient verbs in Bantu are verbs which require a sub

ordinate or complementary verb to complete their pre

dication".5 "Being deficient", he continues, "they are 

1. Endemann, K.: Versuah einer Grammatik des Sotho, p.145. 
2 . O'Neil, J.: A Sh0na Grammar , p.175 , 
3 . Doke, C.M.: Textbook of Zulu Grammar , p.151. 
4 . Ibi d., p.152. 
s. D0ke, C .M.: A Textbook of Southern Sotho Grammar, p.245. 
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never complete or definite in themselves, but are invariably 

followed by a cl0sely knit complement. 111 

1.1.4 Cole is also of the same opinion, and he defines 

them as follows: "deficient verbs are so termed because 

they do not themselves constitute complete predicates. 

They cannot stand alone, but must be followed by a sub

ordinate verb or copulative formation, termed the comple

ment , in order to produce a complete predication". 2 

1.1.5 Ziervogel is aware that various names such as 

auxiliary and deficient, have been attached to these verbs. 

But he also classifies them into one class of words. His 

opinion about them is that: "others are deficient in so 

far that they cannot stand alone and convey any intelligible 

meaning, but have to be followed by a main verb". Further

more he says: "some, again, are auxiliary in so far that 

they help in the formation of tenses". According to him, 

deficient verbs "convey an adverbial meaning, and in trans

lation adverbs like 'again', 'always', 'often', 'sometimes' 

and so forth are used; they may also convey an English 

auxiliary verb , such as 'to be'". 3 

What Ziervogel says about deficient verbs in his 

Venda grammar differs somewhat from the ideas he expressed 

in the Swazi grammar. He maintains in the former grammar 

that this verb is auxiliary in this respect that" •. . it 

helps to bring out the meaning of another verb". 4 Further

more he says it is deficient because" •.. it is incomplete 

and must have another predicate as complement". 5 

1.1.6 The deficient verb is also described as a word 

which is used to describe the main predicate. In this 

respect Van Eeden says that: "dit word gebruik om die 

hoofpredikaat uit te maak" . 6 He is against a classification 

1. Ibid., p .246. 
2. Cole, D.T.: An Introduction to Tswana Grammar, p.286 . 
3. Zierv0gel, D.: A Grammar of SWazi, p . 116 . 
4 . Ziervogel, D.: A Handbook of the Venda Language, p.182. 
s. Ibid. 
6. van Eeden, B. I. c. : In Zeiding tot die Studie van Suid-Sotho, p . 181. 
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of deficient verbs and auxiliary verbs into one category, 

since according to him, the latter function only in the 

conjugation of the verb. 

1.1.7 Fortune defines the deficient verb semantically 

as follows: " .•• it is incomplete and co-ordinate to the 

complement, and it adds to the complement notions or im

plications which are often descriptive". 1 "Syntactically", 

he adds, "(it) is the more important of the two, because 

it bears the mood and tense of the total compound predicate~ 2 

1.1.8 Paroz uses the term auxiliary as a blanket term 

to refer to both the auxiliary and the deficient verbs. 

He distinguishes clearly two types of auxiliary verbs, 

namely, those that "have no meaning of their own, as 

separate verbs", and those that "have a meaning of their 

own, which is modified more or less when they become 

· 1 · . " 3 auxi 1ar1es . 

1.1.9 Louw and others define the deficient verb as 

follows: "The auxiliary predicate or deficient predicate 

or auxiliary verb .•. is in fact an extension or modifica-

tion of an action i t expresses the English adverbs".
4 

Again, Louw maintains that: "Die vernaamste ken

merk van die hulppredikatief is dat dit selde indien ooit 

alleen 'n predikaat kan vorm, soos in die geval van ander 

verba. Dit moet in die reel deur 'n ander predikaat of 

predikati ewe vorm gevolg word". 5 

In his doctoral thesis, Louw makes no distinction 

between the auxiliary and the deficient verbs. In this 

connection he says: " die verbale auxiliare (is) slegs 

'n onderafdeling van die groot groep defisiente verba of 

predikatiewe vorm". 6 According to his findings on the 

1. Fortune, G. : An Analytical Grammar of Shona , p.325. 
2. Ibid., p. 324. 
3. Parez, R.A. : Elements of Southern Sotho, p.133. 
4. Louw ,1-A, & Others: A Handbook of Zulu Language, p . 118 . 
5. Louw,r.~. : Limi , No.3, Jan. 1967 , p.37.d;e 
6 . Louw ,1P.•: 'n Vergelykende Studie van,..,Defisiente Verbum in 

Nguni- tale , p .57 , 
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deficient verbs in Nguni it is clear that these verbs 

function to modify the main verb in the c0mpounded 

predicate. Moreover, he i ndicates their distingui shi ng 

morphological characteristic as the terminative - e wh ich 

replaces the - a of the regul ar verb. 

1. 1.10 Matseke defines t he deficient verbs (ma t Zhaedi) 

as words which function to describe and to signify tense . 

In hi s own words : " tiro ya one ke go f a t ZhaZo s o Ze g o 

ka ya Zeb aka " . 1 

1. 1.11 According to Benni~, Xhosa has auxiliary verbs 

that: "express a modification of action, much as adver bs 

do, and others that are used to obtain certain desired 

eff ects" . 2 

1 . 1 . 12 Giv6n refers to the auxiliary verbs as defectiv e 

verbs, because they take "sentential c0mplements • .• with 

the complement verb taking a finite (tensed) form" . 3 

1.1. 1 3 In his grammar 0f Luvale, H0rton defines auxiliary 

verbs in these words: "verbal auxiliaries are employed to 

form verb tenses, and are both prefixal and infixal; e.g., 

'!:!!!..tuya (we will go) 

va'!:!!!..y i ( they will go) 

akaye (let him go) 11 4 

1.1. 14 Green and Igwe s ay this about the auxili a ry v e rb 

i n t heir Igbo grammar : 

a s a full v erb but only 

"The true auxiliary is never found 

immediately before the parti ciple 
5 of a verb" . According to them only one true auxilia ry 

verb is found, namely, - na , e . g. 

0 na az u anu (He is (was) buying meat) 

The y add that: "full ver bs such as - iga 'to go', can be 

u sed as auxiliaries followed by the participle, either 

i mmediately or, as is never the case with true auxiliary, 

1. Matseke , s. K. : Set swana Sa Ka MetZha, p . 102. 
2. Bennie, w.G.: A Gr(!Jl'(OTlar for t he Xhosa Speaking , p.127 . 
3 . Giv6n, T.: St udies i n Af r ican Li n~ui stics, supplement 3, p . 237. 
4 . Hor ton, A. E. : A Grammar of Luva Ze , p . 2 3 • 
s. Green, M. M. & Igwe: A Descriptive Grammar of I g0bo, p . 141 . 
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separated from it by intervening words". 1 Their examples 
are: 

1.1.15 

0 g0, izu 0,nu 

0 gei. azu anu 

(He will buy meat) 

(He will buy meat) 

ei::.amp ... es 

Steere has made an attempt to define the auxiliary 

verbs. Nevertheless he refers to them as "irregular verbs" 
; liai. ., 

which "are used in makinqr comp0und tenses". 2 
... verbs" 

1.1.16 Penelis mentions two types 0f auxiliary verbs 

(hulpwerkwoorde) in his Afrikaans grammar, namely modal 
~ ~ 

and temporal auxiliary verbs. He defines them as follows: 
no l 

"(b) (i) (2) Die ma>ciiale hulpwerkwoorde se betekenis staan 
':\ J 0 11.ows 

in verband met p0tensialiteit of moontlikheiQ. 
r c;,ve l..l s staar 

(ii) (2) Die betekenis van net is '-verwysing na die verlede 
tyd'". 3 

1.1.17 In their Afrikaans dicti0nary, Kritzinger and 

others define it (hulpwerkwoord) as: "werkwoord wat ander 
,. 4 i=>:: and 

help om tyd, wyse, en lyGlende verm uit te Glruk" 
_ .._ Jc..J- ~ at a11der 

1.1.18 E>e Villiers e.a. define it as: "werkw0ord wat 
lid is van 'n gesegde met 'n verlede deelwoerd 0m tyd, , 

aspek en/of vorm uit te druk ef in verbinding met 'n 

infinitief om modaliteit of wyse uit te druk". 5 
fl. 

1.1.19 The Oxf0rd English dictionary describes the auxil-

iary verb in these w0rds: "one t® f©rrn tense, moods-, ctuxi L

v0ices, 0f other verbs". 6 

1.1.20 The Consolidated-Webster Encyclopedic Dictionary 

offers the f©llowing definition ef the auxiliary v.e~bJ-a~y 
"a verb which helps to f0rm the m00ds and tenses 0f oj:per 
verbs, as have, may, shall, and will". 7 

.., OL o-cner 

1. Ibid. · 
2. Steere, I . : A H0,nde00k of the Bwahili L0,ngua.ge, p . 149. 
3. P0nelis, F.A .: Grondtrekke van di e Afrikaanse Sintaksis, pp.48-49. 
4. Kritzinger e.a.: Verkl0,r.ende Afrik(f;(.0.nse W0ordeb0ek, 1 p.246. 
5. I!>e Villiers, M. e . a.: Kernw00rdeb0ek van Afrikaans,, p. 21,3.op. ~8-49 • 
6 . Conaise 0xf0rd English Diati0nary. · ~tr; 
7. The Cons0Zidated-Webster~Enayal0pedia Diationary, p.S©. - 1 J, 
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Furthermore, Webster ' s New World Dictionary of 

the American Language refers to the auxiliary verb as: 

"a verb that helps to form tenses, aspects, moods, or 

voices of other verbs, as have , be, may, can, must, do, 

shall, will" . 1 

Webster's New I nternat iona l Dictionary explains 

t h e auxiliary v erb in the following terms: "A verb which 

helps to f orm ph rases expressing the v o i ces, moods, tenses, 

etc . , of other verbs, usually with some loss of its own 

original significance (have, b e, may, do, shall and will, 

can, must, in English; sein, haben, werden, konnen, 

mUssen, wollen, in German; etre, avoir, pouvoir, fa l loir, 

devoir , in French; - called also link verb. Auxiliary 

verbs (as be, have) which are used to form compound tenses 

of other verb s are called tense auxiliaries; those (as 

can, may) used to form moods of other verbs are called 

modal auxili aries" . 2 

1.1.21 In h i s English Di cti onary Ogilvi e also defines 

the auxiliary verb as: "A verb which helps to form the 

moods and tenses of other verb s: as have, be, may, can, 

do, must, shall a nd will". 3 

1.1.22 The Standard Di c t ionary of the English Language 

combined with Brita nni ca Wor ld Language Dictionary explains 

the term auxi liary grammatically as: "A word which func-

t ions as a s u bor dinate element in a sent ence and is fully 

meaningful only in association with the main words, as a 

preposition or conj unction" . 4 Fur thermore, it defines the 

auxiliary v erb proper as: "A verb that helps to express 

tense, mood, voice, or aspect of another verb, as have in 
5 'we have gone" . 

1. Web s ter 's New World Di ati onary of the Ameriaan Language , p.96 . 
2 . Webster's New Internati onal, Di ationary , p . 
3 . Ogi lvie, J . : The Imperi al Diationary , (Vol . I A-L), p.189. 
4 . Stand.a.rd Di ati onary of the English Language aombi ned with 

Britanni aa Wor l d Language Diati onary , Vol . I, Part I A-P, 
p . 99 . 

s . Ibi d. 
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1.1.23 Steible understands the auxiliary verb to be: 

"A form of a class of verbs which, combined with a main 

verb, produces all the tenses except the present and the 

past; such verbs fall into three types: the modal, to 

have, and to be". 1 

1.1.24 "In general", Pei says> the auxiliary verb is: "a 

word having no complete meaning in itself, and used in 

combination with or reference to another word which has a 

meaning of its own (prepositions, conjunctions, auxiliary 

verbs such as may, shalJ)". 2 And he defines the auxiliary 

verb specifically as: "A verb used in combination with 

another verb, to express the mo0d, tense, or aspect of the 

action denoted by that main verb". 3 

1.1.25 The above definitions of auxiliary and deficient 
verbs show great diversity of opinions on this subject . 

In this respect the subject warrants further investigation . 

Although there can be no universal definition of the 

auxiliary and deficient verbs that may suit all languages, 

these definitions will be kept in mind in the treatment 

of these verbal forms in Tswana. It is interesting to 

note that no grammatical definition of the term deficient 

verb is offered in any dictionary. It is used only by 

scholars in the grammars of their respective Bantu languages . 

The problem and method of investigation 

1.2 . 1 The object of this investigation is to describe 

the auxiliary verbs and the deficient verbs in Tswana. 

More light will be shed on these verbal forms in order to 

provide better insight into the problems regarding these. 

An attempt will also be made te find a solution to a 

possible distinction between the auxiliary and the defici ent 

verbs in Tswana. It will thus be determined whether these 

are words which belong to the same class or category of 

1 , Steible, D. : C0noise Handbo0k of Lingui stios, p.19 . 
2. Pei, M.A.: A Glossary of Linguisti o Terminology, ~.26 . 
3 . Pei, M. A. & Gaynor, F.: Diotionary of Linguistios, p . 23 . 
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verbs or not. Furthermore, an attempt will be made to 

distinguish them from the main or principal verbs. 

1. 2.2. The questi 0n of word categories is still a problem 

in Tswana. No one has as yet provided suitable criteria 

according to which words, e.g . nouns , pronouns, verbs, etc . , 

can be identi fied and distinguished into categories . For 

Northern Sotho , however, E . B . van Wyk has provided suitable 

criteria whi ch c an be employed in determining the various 

word categori es. They appear in his doctoral thesis, 

Woo r dv erde l ing in N0ord- Sotho en Z0e Zoe , and in Fe esbunde 7,, vi r 

Prof. Dr. Jan An t oni e Enge lbr ech t . His criteria for word 

categories in Northern Sotho will be followed in this 

study because they can be justified on linguistic gr0unds. 

Th e y appear to be derived from the Northern Sotho language 

i tself and no t superimposed on t<:> it. It is mainly for 

this reason that E. B. van Wyk's cri teria for word classes 

will be followed in this study of the auxiliary verbs and 

the deficient verbs in Tswana . 

His criteri a for identifying word categories are : 

(a) mor phological , 

(b ) s y ntac tical , 

(c ) phonological and 

(d) s ema ntic. 

He does not a rrange or place them in any order of sig

ni f i cance, but he, however, states that: "wanneer die 

vier prins i pes i n die geheel teenoor mekaar opgeweeg word , 

sky n d ih ~s of daar nog 'n inherente rangorde i s waarvol-
i 

gens die m~ f ologiese en valensionele prinsipes voorkeur 

moet geniet b o die fonologi ese en semantiese prins i pes" . 1 

1 .2 .3 Under the morpho l ogi c a l c r i terion , he i ncludes 

the following: 

" (a) Morfolog i ese eenledi gheid teenoor morfologi ese 

meerledigheid. 

1. van Wyk, E. B.: Feesbundel vir Prof. Dr. Jan Antoni e Engelbrecht , 
p . 77 . 
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(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

Die voorkoms van individuele morfeme, 

Die vo0rkoms van bepaalde tipes morfeme, 

Gehele morf0logiese strukture, 

Die kombineerbaarheid van worteL:morfeme". 1 

1. 2 .4 He refers to the syntactical criterion as "valen-

sionele kriteria", and he sub-divides it into sentence 

valency and word-group valency. Each sub-division is 

further sub-divided into: 

"l. Sinsvalensies: 

(a) Sinsvalensie teenoor geen sinsvalensie. 

(b) Valensies vir onafhanklike en afhanklike sinne. 

(c) Valensies vir verskillende soorte onafhanklike 
sinne. 

2. Woordgroepvalensies: 

(a) Valensies vir koml::>inasie teenoor geen sodanige 
valensie. 

(b) Valensies vir gebruik in neweskikkende en/of 
onderskikkende woordgroepe. 

(c) Valensies as kern en/0f bepaling in onderskikkende 
woordgroepe. 

(d) Verskillende soorte kernvalensies in onderskikkende 
woordgroepe. 

(e) Verskillende s00rte bepalingsvalensies in onder-
skikkende gr0epe 11 .2 

1.2.5 His semantic criterion includes: 

"(a) Betekeniselemente van woorde, 

(b) Betekenismomente van woordstamme, 

(c) Kombinasies van betekeniselemente en/of 
betekenismomente".3 

1.2.6 Under the ph0n0 Zogiaal criterion, he includes: 

"(a) Deelname aldan nie aan die normale fonologiese 
sisteem, 

(b) Toonpatrone van woorde, 

(c) Lettergreeptal kan ook as kriterium geld, d.w.s. 
een-, twee-, drie-, en meerlettergrepige woorde. 

1. Ibid., p. 73. 
2 . Ibid., pp.74-76. 
3. Ibid. , p . 72. 
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1. 2. 7 

10 

Morfonologiese en morfotonologiese kriteria kan 
ook aangewend word indien daar sodanige verskyn
sels is wat beperk is tot bepaalde tipes woorde " cl 

Since the problem of the auxiliary verb and t h e 

deficient verb is one of word categories, i.e. whether they 

belong to one class or category of verbal forms or not, it 

follows that the application of Van Wyk's criteria for wo~d 

classes to these verbal forms is the only procedure that 

c o uld give an acceptable and suitable solution to thi s 

problem. An attempt will be made, following Van Wyk's 

criteria for the identification of the word categories, to 

c ompare the auxiliary verb and the deficient verb on the 

basis of their morphological, syntactical, semological and 

phonological features. These are the features by which 

they can be distinguished from one another. 

1. 2. 8 Van Wyk feels so stron~Jabout these criteria f o r 

the identification of the word categories that he suggests 

they could be incorporated in a definition of any word 

category: "Die definisie van 'n woordklas meet dus verwys 

n a al die noodsaaklike morfologiese, valensionele, fono

logiese en semantiese kenrnerke van die klas". 2 In thi s 

r espect he defines the word as follows: "Die woord in 

Noord-Sotho en Zoeloe is die kleinste taalteken wat self

standig beteken en as sintagmeemdus isoleerbaar en/ of 

v e rplaasbaar i s, en 

(a) wat morfologies gekenrnerk word deur tipiese, deur 
woordklas gekondisioneerde strukture, 

(b) wat op die sintaktiese vlak gekenrnerk word deur 
tipiese aanwending waarin konkordiale ooreen
sternrning veral 'n groot rol speel, en 

(c ) wat fonologies gekenrnerk word deur die feit dat 
nie-sillabiese konsonante nie op finale grense 
verskyn nie, asook dikwels deur 'n hoofaksen t" .3 

1. 2 .9 Other scholars, notably Th. Endemann, have also 

e xpressed the same view about definitions of elements 

1. Ibi d., pp . 7 1-72. 
2. Ibid. , p. Bl. 
3. Van Wyk, E. B. : Woordverdeling i n Noord- Sotho en Zoeloe, p . 362 . 
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(phoneme, morpheme and word) in a language. Endemann's 

definition of the phoneme is very comprehensive because it 

includes all the important features of the phoneme. Thus, 

it compares favourably with Van Wyk's view. It reads as 

follows: "The phonemes of a language are minimal phono

logical units, each containing a particular set of acous

tic features obtained from a fixed number of acoustic op

positions that are characteristic of that language, per

forming a contrastive function in the distinction of words 

in that language" .
1 

No single feature of the phoneme is 

given preference to the exclusion of others. From this 

definition it is very clear what the phoneme actually is 

in any language . 

1.2.10 With the problem stated and the method of inves

tigation set out, it is advisable at this stage to look 

into how other scholars in Bantu languages have described 

the features of these verbal forms. In evaluating their 

works, the intention is to note what useful data can be 

derived towards solving the problem. Again, it will be 

investigated whether or not they too have made use of the 

criteria mentioned, and the extent to which they have 

employed these criteria . Certain terms and abbreviations 

that will be used in this study need to be explained before 

looking into what others have said about the features of 

the verbal forms to be dealt with in the discussions. 

Terms and abbreviations 

1.3.1 Certain terms and abbreviations which will be 

used in this study need to be explained. This is done in 

order to promote clarity. Some of these terms are often 

used with no precision by scholars in Bantu languages. 

Furthermore, for the purpose of this study, certain terms 

will be employed with particular connotations which may 

differ from the traditional usages. 

1. Endemann, Th. : Communications , No. 2, 1970, p . 17. 
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Predicate and predicative 

1.3.2 These two terms are usually regarded as referring 

to one and the same thing. Cole defines the predicate as 

follows: II the predicate is the word or group of words 

signifying the action which is carried out or undergone by 

t he subject, or the state i n which the subject is 11
•

1 

Similarly, he defines the predicative as: " •.. a word 

which signifies the occurrence of an action connect ed with 

a substantive, or the state in which a substantiv e is". 2 

Quite clearly, Cole uses the terms, preeicate and predic

ative, as s y nonyms. The same tendency is shown by Doke 

who also defines the predicative as: " ... a word wh ich 

s i gnifies an action connected with a substantive or the 

state in which a substantive is".
3 

He does not explain 

how he uses the term predicate, but he simply says: "The 

sentence may be composed merely of a predicate, e . g . 

re-fihlile J ke - motho". 4 
It is very clear that he too, uses 

the two terms to refer to the same thing. The Oxford 

Dictionary defines the term predicate as : "what is sai d 

of the subject r including the copula", and it ref ers to the 

predicative as a word : "forming part or whole of the 

predicate". 5 

1. 3. 3 In Tswana the predicative can be said to be a 

structural form of a verb used in a sentence. This struc

tural form i s usually the verb or verbal form itself plus 

its preceding SC . In other words, the verb or verba l form 

together with its SC constitute a predicative; with the 

term predicative referring to the structural form of a 

verb used in a sentence or utterance . In Bana ba- tsena 

sekolo (The children attend school), ba-tsena is s truc

turally a predicative. It consists of the SC ba- and the 

verb - tsena. It should be noted that this predicative 

1, Cole, D. T. : Introduation to Tswana Grammar, p.57. 
2 . Ibid , 
3. Doke, c. M. : A Textbook of Zu Zu Gramma:1', p . 34. 
4, Doke , C.M, : Textbook of Southern Sotho Grammar, p .52. 
5, The Oxford Diationary. 
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ba-tsena is also used as a complete predicate. Not all 

predicatives function as predicates . Some predicatives 

may contain non-finite or non-finitely used verbs, in 

which case such predicatives cannot be predicates. The 

example Bana ba- ne ba-tsena sekolo (The children attended 

school), shows two predicatives, namely, ba- ne and ba-tsena. 

The former predicative can never be a predicate on its own; 

but it i s always part of a compounded predicate. Two 

types of predicatives can thus be distinguished, those 

that are only parts of compounded predicates and those 

that may also be predicates on their own. 

Following what has been said above about predic

atives, the number of predicatives in a sentence can 

easily be determined. The number of SC determines the 

number of predicatives constituting a predicate. There 

is thus a one to one relation between the number of SC and 

the number of predicatives in a compounded predicate. It 

is the SC that turns a verb stem or a verbal form into a 

predicative. As indicated already, a predicative may be 

used as a predicate (simple ) when it consists of a single 

f inite verb, or it may be part of a predicate when the 

latter is compounded . 

The two types of predicatives mentioned above can 

also be distinguished on the basis of the type of verbs 

they contain, One type is non-finite because it can never 

be a predicate on its own, but can only support a finite 

predicative following it . The other type of predicative 

is finite because it consists of a verb whose function is 

to indicate the verbal refe rent of the complete compounded 

predicate. In the example: Bana ba- ne ba-setse ba-tsena 

sekolo, the first two predicatives are non-finite, whereas 

the one following them is finite . In such a compounded 

predicate, the non-finite predicatives always precede the 

finite predicative. This fact will further be illustrated 

under the terms finite and non-finite. 

1.3.6 Fortune uses the terms predicate and predicative 
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in exactly the opposite way in which these terms are being 

used here. To him a predicate is a predicative and a 

predicative is a predicate. His use of these two terms 

will come out clearly when the simple and the compounded 

predicates are dealt with. 

The simple and the compounded predicates 

1,3,7 As the term indicates, a simple predicate is one 

which consists of one finite predicative. Structurally, a 

simple predicate and a finite predicati~e show common 

features. A simple predicate is, therefore, a single finite 

predicative without any supporting predicative. Simply 

stated, the simple predicate is independently a complete 

predicate, The following are examples of simple predicates 

of sentences: 

Banna ba-gama dikgom0 , 

Banna ba- a-gama , 

(Men are milking cows) 

(Men are milking) 

Be:.na ba-kwaia ditZhatZhobo. 

Bana ba-a-kwe:.Z0.. 

(Students are writing examinations) 

(Students are writing) 

1. 3. 8 A compounded predicate consists of more than one 

predicative, and unlike the simple predicate, it has one 

or more non-finite predicatives preceding the finite pre

dicative. The finite predicative serves as the governor 

of the referent of the predicate, whereas the non-finite 

predicatives support and add to the finite predicative, 

notions, implications of time, m0dality and other modifica

tions, Of the predicatives (two or m0re) that constitute 

a compounded predicate, only one is finite, the others are 

non-finite. The following examples will illustrate: 

1. Re-ne --.-
n0n-finite 
predicative 

I > 

re-tse:.me:.ye:. • 
I 

finite 
predicative 

I 
complete compounded predicate 

(We are already going away) 
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2 " Re-ne re-setse 

I 
I I 

non-fi nite predicatives 

I > 
complete compounded predi cate 

(We were already going away) 

1. 3. 9 Fortune is of the opinion that: "The compound 

predicate, in its simplest form, is a sequence of two 

predicates united in one predicati ve whole". He adds that: 

"Of these two predicates the first is the deficient verb, 

the second a complement which, in Shona, is usually verbal, 

but which may be copulativ e". 1 

1.3.10 Cole regards the compound predicate as: "compound 

tenses consisting of two or more words e . g. Kene kereka 

(I was buying) ". 2 The number of words constituting a 

compounded predicate is s i gnificant to note because it 

also distingui shes a compounded predicate from a simple 

predicate. It is true, as Cole indicates, that the com

pounded predi cate consists of t wo or more words. In this 

respect the compounded predicate is a word-group . A simple 

predicate, on the other hand, consists of one word and it 

belongs, therefore, to a parti cular word-category - it is 

not a word-group. Despite the fact that a simple predicate 

shows one predicative (finite ) whereas a compounded pre

dicate consists of two or more predicatives (one finite 

and the rest non-finite ) , both predi cates signify only one 

verbal referent . 

1. 3.11 At this stage i t may be necessary to point out 

the difference between a compounded predicate as dealt 

with above, and a series of complete predicates as found 

in consecutive constructions. Structurally, the compounded 

predicate and the predicates in a series of consecutive 

constructions cannot be d i fferentiated. They can, however, 

1 . 
2 . 

Fortune, G. : 
Cole, D. T.: 

op.ait. , p . 326 . 
op. ait. , p . 235 . 
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be distingui shed semologically. The compounded predicate 

denotes one verbal referent, whereas a series of complete 

predicates signify verbal referents equal to the number of 

complete predicates in such a series, e.g. 

Compounded predicate 

Ba- tloga ba- goroga . (They will soon arrive) 

In the abov e example, the only verbal referent is indicated 

by ba- goroga . 

Series of complete predicates 

Ba-tsamaya ba- bua. (They walk and talk) 

This example shows two verbal referents which are indicated 

by the two complete predicates ba- tsamaya and ba- bua . 

The terms finite and non-finite 

1.3.12 The term finite will be used for the purpose of 

this study to refer to an ordinary verb or copulative when 

it is used as the main referent of the predicate i ndicative 

of a process, action or condition. Such a finite verb can 

also be referred to as the main verb in the predicate . The 

predicative containing such a main verb will also be 

referred to as the finite predicative. In Tswana, the 

finite predicative can either be used self-sufficiently or 

be used complementarily. The finite predicative is self

sufficient when it constitutes a complete predicate on its 

own. It is complementary when it is the main part of a 

compounded predicate. In the example Ntsa e - loma d i podi 

(The dog bites the goats ) , the fini te predicative e - loma 

self-sufficiently consti tutes a complete predicate. But 

in Nt sa e - ne e - loma dipodi (The dog was biting goats), the 

same finite predicative e - Z0ma is now a complement to the 

non-finite predicative e - n~ _ and these two predicatives 

together form a complete predicate. In a compounded 

predicate such as e - ne e - loma , the finite predicative i s 

one of the parts of a complete predicate. It is, however, 

the only indespensable part of such a complete predicate 
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since it is the only predicative with a true verbal 

referent . In Tswana, ther e can only be one finite pre

dicative in a compounded predicate. 

1.3.13 In contrast to the finite predicative , the non

f inite predicative contains a verbal form which does not 

denote a true verbal referent . I t merely adds certain 

implications of time, modality and other modifications to 

the finite predicative . These modifiers are always deperi

dently used in a compounded predicate, and as such they 

require a complementary finite predicative. In Tswana, 

there can be more than one non-finite predicative in one 

and the same compounded predicate. The following examples 

will illustrate the use of non-finite predicatives: 

Malome 

Malome 

Malome 

A 
o- ne 
r:--

non-fini te 
predicative 
(time ) 

I 

a-ya 
finite 

ntlo. 

complete compounded predicate 

A 
a- tlhola ntlo. o- ne a- ,ga -. 

non-finite non-finite finite 
predicative predicative predirive 
(time!' (adverbial) 

~ 
complete compounded prediccte 

A 
a- se- kitla a- tihola o- ne a-1ga .--

non- flnite non-fi nite non- finite finite 
predicative predicative predicative predicative 
(time ) (negative) (adverbial) 

com~lete compounded predicate 

ntlo. 
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Monna yoZa 
,.., 

a-i se a- ke 0,-bo o-ne a- tsene mo moweng wame. -r I -i- -r 
non- non- non- non- finite 
f inite finite fini te finite predic-
pre d i c- predic- predic- predic-
a tive ative ativ e ativ e 
( t i me) (moda l- (modal- (modal-

ity) it ) ity) 

complete compounded predicate 

The term time 

1. 3.14 In his Tswana grammar, Cole indicates f ive times , 

viz., present , past, future, perfect and habitual . The 

simple mono-verbal and the compounded predicates, according 

t o him: " .. . primarily indicate distinctions of time". 1 

1. 3.15 Steible defines time as follows: "Tense morpheme 

also called a greement morpheme, is that morph eme which 

indicates the present or past tense of a verb" . 2 

1. 3.16 For tune disti nguishes between four tenses i n 

Shona, namely 

1. "time pr esent i n mind, which may, or may not , co
incide with t h e actual present" 

2. "two past tenses, one recent, referring to a c t ions 
and states that took place on the day of speaking , 
or the d a y re f e rred to, a nd the other, non- rec e nt , 
ref e r r ing to acti ons and states that took place 
before t he day of speaking or the day in mind", 

3. "the p resent tense, referring to actions and states 
in existence at the time of speaking or at the t i me 
in mind", and 

4 . "the future tense which refers to actions and s t a t es 
which l i e ahead -of the present11

• 3 

1. 3 . 17 The ox.ford Engl ish Di ctionary describes tense as : 

"form taken b y the verb to i ndicate the time of t he acti on, 

as present, future, past, (im)perfect, pluperfect" . 4 

1. Cole, D. T . : op .ait. , p . 235 . 
2 . Stei ble, D. : op.ait. , p . 20 . 
3 . Fort une , G. : op. ait . , p . 328. 
4 . The axford English Diati onary. 
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1. 3.18 The Consolidated-Webster's Encyclopedic Dictionary 

explains it as: "one of the for ms which a verb takes in 

o r der to express the time of action or of fact which is 
affirmed" . 1 

1. 3.19 In Tswana only three main tenses need to be dis-

tingui s hed i.e. present, past and future . These are the 

main tenses tha t i ndicate the times in which the process, 

action or s t ate r eferred to b y the finitely used verb in 

the predicate, can occur . They are signified by words 

(verbal forms ) in the predicates, possibly also by morphemes, 
,,.. 

e.g. the verbal form -ne for past time, the morphemes -tia-

and - a - for future and present times respectively. 

Examples of time indicators i n Tswana are as 

follows: 

Past time 

Bana 
I\ 

ba- ne 

' non-finite 

ba- Zoga 
I 

fini te 

magogo. 

pr edicative 
(past t i me ) 

I 
> prediTtive 

complete compounded predicate 

Future time 

Bana ba- tia- iora T T 
SC future finite 

I time verb 

I I 
complete simple predicate 

Bana ba- tia- bo r -. ..,.. 
SC future non-fi nite 

I 
time verb 

I I 
. I 

non-finite predicative 

magogo, 

ba- foga 
I 

f i nite 
predicative 

complete compounded predi cate 

magog0, 

1. The Consolidated-Webster's Enayafopedia Dictionary. 



Present time 

Bana-ba-loga magogo OR 

Ban.a ba-a- loga. 

20 

Time in Tswana indicates the past, future and 

present. It is indicated by words (verbal forms) or pos

s i bly also by morphemes. As can be observed from the abov e 

e x ample, the present time is not being indicated gram

matically . It can be said to be distinguished indirectly 

by the absence of - n~ and - tla- (past and future indicators 

respectively ) and also by the extra-linguistic situation. 

Moda lity 

1 .3 . 20 Pei and Gaynor refer to a modal auxiliary as: "an 

auxilia ry v e r b ~ndica ting mood, i.e. manner or aspect of 

t he act ion denoted by the verb with whi ch it is used". 1 

1 . 3 . 21 Webster ' s New International Dictionary defines 

modality as: "the state of or pertaining to some par t i cular 

a ttitude, or concern wi th, the fulfilment of the acti on or 

s tate predicated in a clause, as modal fo r ce of downright

ness (we a re here ) , noncornrnit t alness (he ma¥ be he r e) , etc., 

which may be conve yed either by flectional mood or other

wi se". 2 

1 . 3 . 22 The t erm modality wi ll be used in this s t udy to 

refer to the i mpl i c ations as mentioned by Pei and Gaynor 

a nd Webster wi th addit i ons of negative and affirmative a nd 

perf e c tive fe a t ures etc., o f the predicate . In Tswana, 

modal ity can be e xpressed b y morphemes as well as by 
~ 

a uxiliary verbs, - ka-, - ba, -ne etc. 

Semo logy 

1 . 3.2 3 The term sema ntics is used in v a r i ous d i sci pli nes 

with differen t c onnotati ons. Phi losophy , Psy chology and 

1 . Pei & Gaynor: op.ait. , p . 25 , 
2 . Webst er ' s New Internati onal Diationary. 
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Logic for instance, also use this term, but with different 

and apparently conflicting references. E.B. van Wyk in

dicates the problem in connection with semantics as arising 

from the fact that: " die betrokke verskynsels abstrak 

en dus maklik vatbaar vir subjektiewe beoordeling is, en 

omdat die studie van betekenis nog nie naastenby so radi

kaal as die studie van klank, morfologiese struktuur en 

sintakti ese ordening deurgevoer is nie". 1 For this reason, 

the term semology is preferred to semantics, since it will 

be used with a strictly linguistic connotation. 

1. 3.24 The term semology refers to the share any element 

has in the process of communication by a language. It is 

so that each and every element in a language performs a 

particular functi-on in the process of communication carried 

out by language itself. In thi s respect every element in a 

language appears to have a share in the process of communica

tion. For example, the phonemes of a language perform thei r 

function in the process of communication on the acoustic 

level, the morphemes do this on the morphological or gram

matical leve l , whereas words per form their function on the 

syntactical level. For l anguage to communicate, all these 

elements come into play , each performing its share on its 

own distinct level. Semology, therefore, is the study of 

the functional share of each of the elements in the process 

of communication perfor med by language. It is in this 

sense that the term semo l ogy wi ll be used. In this way 

semology diff ers from semanti c s which studies the meanings 

and not the functiona l shar es o f words in a language. 

Word-divis i on 

1. 3 . 25 The present Tswana official orthography uses the 

disjunctive word-divis i on . Thi s disjunctive word-division 

disti nguishes itself f _r om the conj unctive system which is 

used for the Nguni languages. Cole maintains , however, 

1. Van Wyk, E . B. : op.cit . , p . 80 . 
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that for Tswana: II the conjunctive system of writing 

is correct for Bantu, and requires that all prefixal as 

well as suffixal formatives be joined to the stems or roots" .
1 

E.B. van Wyk has formulated a new and more acceptable word

division which he calls semi-conjunctive. This semi

conjunctive word-division happens to be a bridge between 

the two extreme word-divisions of disjunctive and conjunc

tive writings. Like the conjunctive system, it considers 

the morphemes e.g. SCs, OCs and modal formatives, as 

prefixes to the verb, and it thus represents them as one 

word with the verb. On the other hand, the semi-conjunctive 

represents the parti cles as independent or separate words 

in the same way the disjunctive system does. 

1.3.26 In this study, preference is given to the semi

conjunctive word-division because it will also help to 

solve the problem of recognising predicatives and predicates. 

Hyphens will, however, be used to prefix formatives to the 

verbs. 

1. 3.27 Abbreviations and symbols used 

SC subjectival concord(s) 

OC objectival concord(s) 

high toneme 

low toneme 

An evaluation of the contributions made by previous 

researchers on the auxiliary and the deficient verbs 

in Bantu languages 

1. 4. 1 Contributions made on the auxiliary and the 

deficient verbs will be evaluated critically with a view 

to 0btaining what could be useful to the study of these 

verbal forms in Tswana. Note will be taken of the extent 

to which other scholars in Bantu languages have employed 

the criteria applicable in the description and classifica

tion of word categories as set out by E.B. van Wyk. One 

1. Cole , D. T.: op .cit . , p.xxxiii. 
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or two scholars will be selected as representative of a 

group of scholars who employ certain other criteria. 

1.4.2 Sandilands and O'Neil have treated the auxiliary 

verbs using no criteria whatsoever to identify them as 

words belonging to a parti cular category and to distinguish 

them from other verbs . Thei r only contribution is that of 

indicating the meaning of individual verbs when used finitely 

and again in an "auxiliary capacity". They have made no 

attempt to come to grips with the problem underlying these 

verbal forms. 

1. 4. 3 Ziervogel and Cole can be said to represent those 

scholars who have referred to two criteria, namely form 

and function in order to describe the auxiliary and/or 

deficient verbs. Ziervoge l says that: "In form the 

deficient verb tends to end in - e ---. Those ending in -a 

are practically not to be distinguished from their indepen

dent form and meaning". 1 From what Ziervogel says about 

the form of deficient verbs, it is clear that those ending 

in - a cannot be distinguished from verbs used finitely . 
.,,loe.S 

What thenAdistinguish these deficient verbs? The answer 

to this question i s not to be found in his material on 

these verbal forms . This immediately upsets his criterion 

of phonology for distinguishing these verbal forms. Further

more, he says that the formal characteristic feature of 

deficient verbs is the droppi ng out of the SC, except when 

they are followed by the infinitive. This other morphological 

feature is found wanting because in this form (without SC), 

he says: " • .. they are hardly to be distinguished from a 

conjunction".
2 

He describes its function as that of an 

adverb. In his own words: " (it) conveys an adverbial 

meaning" . 3 

1.4 . 4 Cole mentions this about the morphology of the 

deficient verbs: " • • • many deficient verbs are also 

1. Ziervogel, D.: A Grammar of Swazi , p . 116 . 
2 . Ibid . ,p. 117 . 
3 . Ibid. 
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defective, having some other terminative vowel than the 
1 

typical -a" . He describes them semologically as: " •.• 

tense forms which indicate special implications or modifica

tions of significance as distinct from or addi t i onal to 

the time factor". 2 Furthermore, he adds: " ••• some of 

the deficient verbs savour very much of conjunctives in 

the ir function and significance". 3 Like Zierv ogel , he has 

not made any extensive use of these criteria of form and 

function in the anaiysis and classification of these verbal 

forms. 

1.4 .5 The syntactical and semantic features of the 

deficient verbs have also been referred to. In this respect 

Fortune (Shona grammar) maintains: "In the compound 

predicate, the deficient verb is s y ntactically the more 

impor tant o f the two components, and bears the mood and 
4 the tense of the total predicate". "Semantically", he 

conti nues, "the deficient verb adds to the complement 

notions which are often descriptive, the main verbal con

cept being supplied by the complement, 11 5 His classification 

of the deficient verbs is based, not only on the type of 

mood of the c omplement, but also on the type of verb and 

the copula tive that follow them. 

1.4.6 In h i s Transvaal Ndebele grammar, Ziervogel 

classifi es the deficient verbs according to their morpho

logical and semological features and also the type of 

complement s that follow them, as f ollows: 

(i) Semi-deficient predicatives, i . e . those which are 
hardly to be distinguished from a f inite use. 
Deficient verbs followed by the infinitiv e belong 
to t his t ype . 

( ii) 

( iii ) 

True defi c ient predicatives which usually end 
in - e. 

Tense-forming deficient verbs. 

1. Cole, D.T . : op.cit. , p.286 . 
2. Ibid. 
3 . Ibid. 
4. Fortune, G. : op . cit. , p . 324 . 
s. Ibi d. , p. 324. 
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(iv ) Contracted deficien t verbs which have partly 
become verb prefi xes . 

(v) Deficient v erbs which s i gnify the copulative, and 

(v i ) Defi c i ent verbs which s i gni fy negation exclusively. 

The above shows the d ivis i on of deficient verbs 

into sub-categor ies, each d i stinguished by a characteristic 

feature of e i ther mor phology o r semology or the type of 

complement t hat follows it. 

1. 4 . 7 In h i s i nvest i gation of the 'hulp-predikatief' in 

the Nguni languages, Louw has referred to its morphological 

and syntactical features as i ts only distinctive charac

teristi cs . In his words: "Di e hulp-predikatief moet as 

predikati ef d i e morfologi ese en s i ntakti ese kenmerke van 

die kategori e v an rededel e bes i t, maar hulle het sekere 

kenmerke wat hul le van ander pr edi katiewe onderskei". 1 

He maintains that: "Sintakties is sy vernaamste kenmerk 

dat dit slegs uitsonderlik i soleerbaar i s en in die reel 

'n komplemen t of uitbre i d ing moe t besit wat egter nie daar

mee omstelbaar i s n i e" . 2 Abou t t hei r morphological 

characteri sti c, he say s : "Di e u itgange van die hulp

predi katief h e t bai e meer k onsekwent as i n enige ander 

groep i n d i e Sui doostelike Sone - e i .p . v. - a en - i ". 3 

According t o h i m these two f e atur es disti ngui sh the de

f i c i ent verb: " . . • v a n oor e ens t emmende predikatiewe vorme 
4 wat s i n t akties s elfstandi g aangewend kan word" . 

He has found t he semolog i cal func t ion of these 

verbal forms to be difficult to det ermine . ( "Di t is 

moei lik om ' n besondere kenmerke n de gebrui k v an betekenis 

by die h ulp-pr edi katief v a s t e ste l. 11 5 ) But he adds that: 

" . • • wat we l kenmerkend is , i s da t die hulp-predikatiewe 

as ' n groep s l egs s insemantiese beteken i sse binne 'n 

1. Louw, J . A, : 'n Vergelykende Studi e van di e Defisi ente verbwn 
i n di e Nguni -::tale , p . 245 . 

2 . Ibi d. 
3 , Ibi d. , p . 246 . 
4 , Ibi d., p . 249 . 
s . Ibi d. , p . 221. 
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meerledige onmiddellike k0mponent kan he". 1 He has left 

unanswered the questiGn: what is the significance of de

ficient verbs in Nguni languages in the precess of com

muni cation? Or what share do deficient verbs have in the 

communicative function of language? Can the deficient 

verbs as words of the same class in the Nguni languages 

perhaps be said to be insignificant and redundant? 

He has, however, indicated the meanings of in

dividual deficient verbs, e .g. "-mane dui aan dat 'n han

deling aanhou of voortduur en kan deur die partisipiale 
2 nndus 0f infinitief gev0lg word". He does not favour 

literal translation of their meanings into Afrikaans 

because: " •.• in die meeste gevalle letterlike vertalings 

geen goeie doel dien nie, want dit kan heeltemal onver-
- 3 

staanbaar in die Afrikaanse iciioom wees". 

Furtherm0re, he notes that 0ther scholars have 

often referred to their meanings when used finitely and 

deficiently. But he has mostly referred t0 their meanings 

as deficient verbs 0nly. Te his mind, there seems te be 

' nothing semological and ph0n0logical that characterise 

these verbal forms as members of the same class or 

category. 

·-

1. Ibid., p . 222 . 
2. Ibid. , p.99 . 
3. Ibid. , p . 66 . 



2.2.1 

CHAPTER 2 

NON-FINITE VERBS 

It has been pointed out under the terms finite and 

non-finite that verbal forms in Tswana can be clearly 

divided into two classes on the basis of their function or 

usage. There are those that are used non-finitely and those 

that are used finitely in predicates. This is a well-known 

division into classes of the major category of verbs, The 

non-finite verbal forms apparently show a further sub

division into: 

( i) those that are inherently non-finite and 

(ii) those that are secondarily non-finite since they 
appear primarily as finite verbs. 

The forme r sub-class can be said to be non-derived forms . 

They are basic forms in themselves. The latter sub-class 

c an be said to be derivations from existing finite verbs . 

The sub-classes of the non-finite verbs as indicated here 

arepurelytentative. This study will give further attention 

to this question. 

2.1.2 The above provisional divisions may be illustrated 

and t ested as follows: The predicate of the sentence : 

Lebogang o-ne a-bat ia Rremogolo ka matlho a mahibidu , 

contains two p redicatives, viz. o - n~ and a - batia . The former 

predicative is non-finite whereas the latter is finite. 

This non-fini te predicative can never be used finitely in 

Tswana. Its function is to support the finite predicative 

a-batia . It contributes implications of time to this f inite 

predicative. There are many more verbal forms which function 

like - n~ in predicates. The finite predicativ e a - batla may 

form a complete predicate without the supporting non-finite 

predicative o- n£ , e.g. Lebogang a - batla Rremogolo ka matlho 

a mahibidu . This proves that in Tswana two main divisions 

of verbs can be made, namely, 

(i) finite verbs whose function is to signify the main 
referent of the predicate and 

( ii) non-fi nite verbs which function to support and to 
add to the finite predicative, implications of time, 
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modality and other modifications. 

2 .1.3 The sentence: Basimane ba-batia ba-weia mo nokeng, 

shows something different and interesting about the verb 

- batia used finitely in the previous paragraph. In the 

above example the verb -batia functions differently with a 

different referent. It is now used non-finitely with a 

modificating or descriptive modal function. This phenomenon 

about the verb -batia shows that Tswana has verbs that can 

be used either finitely or non-finitely in predicates. 

2.1.4 As shown earlier, scholars in Bantu languages in 

general, and Tswana in particular, seem agreed on the 

existence of non-finite verbs which are inherently non-finite, 

and those which are secondarily non-finite, because they 

also occur primarily as finite verbs . They differ, however, 

on the classification of these non-finite verbs. Some 

scholars have classified the inherently and the secondarily 

non-finite verbs together and named them either deficient 

or auxiliary verbs. Other scholars, notably B.I.C. van 

Eeden, have further sub-divided them into auxiliary verbs 

and deficient verbs . 

2 . 1.5 The verbal forms which are inherently non-finite 

will first be discussed in this chapter. They will be 

referred to as auxiliary verbs . Thereafter, and in contrast 

to these, the secondary non-finite verbs will be dealt with. 

They will be named deficient verbs. These two provisional 

sub-classes of non-finite verbs will then be compa~ed with 

one another in order to determine whether or not a distinct 

classification is justified. They will be placed into one 

class when they share common morphologi cal, syntactical, 

semological and phonological characteristics, and they will 

then be referred to by either of the terms or by both terms. 

Conversely, they will be regarded as belonging to distinct 

sub-classes of the verb when they do exhibit differences 

in respect of the criteria mention~d above. In the latter 

case, they will be referred to as auxiliary and deficient 

verbs respectively , with these terms signifying two distinct 

sub-classes. 
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2. 1 .6 The following is a provisional collection of verbal 

forms in Tswana that appear to be inherently non-finit e : 

- ise: Ga ke-ise ke -ri&Zo. (Marara, p.32) 

(I have never said so) 

-kitZa: Ga re -kitZa re-be re -agisan~ sent Ze . (Motimedi, 

p.77) (We will never ever stay together well ) 

-kete: Puo e ya-kete e - mo - tsena mo tZhogong. (Motimedi, 

p. 91) (This talk apparently appealed to his mind) 

-bi sa: Go-bisa go- itse MafetZhefetZhe go-jesetsa mo 

khubedung. (Marara, p. 4) 

(Not to know Mafetlhefetlhe is dangerous) 

- mpa: BogoZo o-ka-mea wa- ntZogeZ& ka ituZeZa ke nnosi. 

(Motimedi, p.74) 

(You could rather leave me to stay alone) 

-n ta: Monn a o- t Za- n ta _!'e -: g_ail!Ja ke khumo ruri. (Motimedi, 

p.84) (Man, you will certainly let r i ches by-

pass us) 

- ke: Bogosi jwa gago ga - bo - ka - ke jwa nna jone. 

(Motswasele, p .14) 

-ke: 

(Your chieftainship will not be a success) 

the r o ya gagwe e-kt e - tsene mongwe mo pe Zo ng. 

(Motimedi, p.101) 

(May his sermon please appeal to someone 's heart) 

- n; : Ke - n~ ke - sa- itse . (Mokoma-ditlhare, p . 87) 

(I did not know) 

-no: Lobopo Zo - no Zo - tsoga mo borokong. (Mokoma-ditlhare, 

p.8) (The creatures were awakening from sleep) 

-na: o-na a- ba-bontsha metZhoZo. 

(He showed them miracles) 

- bo: E- ka-re gongwe o-a- bo o-ya kgakaZa. (Motswasele, 

p.5) (It could be that you are going far) 

-be: Metse e - be e-theZa ZosaZaba yoobedi. (Bogosi-kupe 

p . 5 ) (Both villages were happy) 

-b a : A- e - phophotha a - ba a- e-so Za mokwatZa ka seat Za . 

(Mokoma-ditlhare , p.9) 

(He petted it and even fondled its top with h i s 

hand) 
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- bolo : Mareko a - bula molomo a - sa-bolo_ go - didimala. 

-bile: 

Mokoma-ditlhare, p . 5 ) 

(Mareko opened h i s mout h a f t er being silent for a 

long time) 

' Mor e na , o - botlhale go- re - gaisa rotlhe , o -bile 

o- p e l0n t le ga- a - tshwane le basimane ba bangwe. 

(Mokoma-di tlhare, p .25) 

(Sir, he is more i n t e lligent than all of us, and 

for that matter he i s k ind; he does not compare 

with other boy s) 

- ka : Mogokgo a-nt ~ a - kgobogela Santi. (Motimedi, p.107) 

(The principal would ( f r om time to time) harass 

Santi) 

- kite: Ke-a -ut lwa o - kile a - ruta gone mono. Motimedi, p.102) 

(I understand he once taught here locally) 

- mme : Phuthego e-mme e - ntse. Motimedi, p.32 ) 

(Th e congregation may be seat ed) 

- mma: 0 - ne a- mma ra- tsamaya sentle. 

(He let us go well ) 

- tle : Ke- tle k e-bue le bona . 

(I usual ly/ habitually talk t o them) (definite) 

Ke-a-t l e ke - bue le bona . (indefini te ) 

2 . 1 . 7 Some of the non-finite verbal f0rms listed above 

seem to· be related to cert a i n fi n i te v e r bs . They are -na, 

-ba, - tle , - is e and - kitl~. To c l a rify this matter of 

whether or not these non-fini te verbal forms a r e related 

to the finite verbs - na (to rain) , - ba (to become), -tle 

(to come), - i s e (not taki ng and - kitla (stri ke with an 

object) , respectively, the ref e r ents of these corresponding 

pairs need to be compared. In any language the sound form 

of a word is always accompanied b y its meaning. In this 

respect each and every wor d i s r ecogni sed and distinguished 

from all other words by virtue of i ts sound form. The non

finite verbal forms abov e seem to be s i mi lar in sound forms 
• 

to the corresponding finite verbs and there . appears to be 

nothing that d i stinguishes thei r r eferents . 
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2 . 1. 8 The non-finite verbal form -na indicating past 

time, distinguishes itself from the finite verb - na which 

signifies 'to rain' by means of the prosodic element of 

pitch. It carries a low toneme whereas the finite verb 

- na , carries a high toneme. Compare the following examples~ 

Pula e- na ya- senya dimela. (The rain spoiled crops ) 

Pula e - na e betsa magadima . 

lightnings) . 

(The rain falls (whilst ) 

Their referents differ so radically that it becomes difficult 

to think of them as related words. They can be said to b e 

homonyms whose segmental sound forms are coincidentally 

alike but whose referents are altogether unrelated . Sema.nti.c 

tone distinguishes them as distinct words. 

2.1.9 Another pair of verbal forms which is usually 

confused is - ba with the non-finite verbal referent of 'in 

addi tion, furthermore or and e ven', and - ba , a fini te 

copulative verb with the meaning of 'become'. Thi s con

fusion is brought about by the problem of orthography wh lch 

often represents the finite copulative verb - baa as - b a . 

The orthographic representation - baa does not present a ny 

difficulty since this finite verb would vi sually distingu~~h 

itself from the non-finite v erb - ba in terms of its sound 

form. It has three phonemes b - a - a whereas ·the non-finite 

verb - b a has only two phonemes b - a. The standard writte n 

Tswana should consistently reflect the finite verb as - b aa 

and not as - ba in order to a void confusion. Compare the 

following examples: 

-ba : Mosimane a - e - phophotha a - ba a - e - sola mokwatla. 

(The boy petted it- and in addition he fondled i~) 

-baa: Mosimane o - baa monna wa senatla . 

(The boy is becoming or becomes a·strong man) 

Their perfective forms also show them a s distinct words . 

The finite verb -baa has -beile as i ts perfective form, e .g. 

Mosimane o- be i le monna wa s enatla. 

(The boy has become a s trong man) 

If t he non-finite verb - ba would have a perfe~tive. form at 
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all, it would then be -bile and not -beiZe. But it seems 

doubtful whether it has a perfective form at all. This 

matter of -ba and - bile as the imperfective and perfective 

forms of the same verb will receive further attention at a 

later stage. The finite verb - baa appears to be nothing 

else but the copulative use of the finite verb - baa ( -baya) 
C ) 

meaning to put something. 

2.1.10 Yet another pair of verbal forms which is usually 

confused is - tie (to come) and - tie (usually or habitually). 

These verbal forms are also confused by the orthography 

which does not represent the open mid-vowel phonemes to 

distinguish them clearly from the closed mid-vowel phonemes. 

The vowel phonemes e and o are usually represented as e and 

o respectively. This r epresentation confuses them with 

the closed mid-vowel phonemes which are also reflected as 

e and o. The verbal forms - tle and tie are distinct words 

simply by virtue of their different sound forms. Cole 

rightly points out that tie as a ' deficient verb' exists 

independently of - tZe , the finite verb which can also be 

used deficiently with the meaning of 'so that'. As clearly 

indicated, the non-finite verb - tZe and the finite verb - tie 

are distinct words which (can be) are distinguished by their 

sound forms. The final phonemes of the non-finite verbal 

form and the finite verb, distinguish the two forms as 

separate words. 

- tie (finite): 

(Call 

Compare the following examples: 

Ba-bitse, ba-tle gae . 

them to come home ) 

- tZe (non-finite ): Ba bitse, ba- tZe ba- tZe gae . 

(Call them so that they (should) come home) 

-t ie (inherently non-finite) : Ke - tZ e ke -baZe dikgang. 

Ke - a- tie ke - baZe dikgang. 
(I usually/ habitually read newspapers) 

2.1.11 The verbal forms which may also pose some pioblems 

as to their relatedness are: - i se (not - taking) and - ise 

(not yet) . Both occur in the negative in addition to having 

similar sound forms . They are, nevertheless, experienced 
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as distinct wor ds b y vi rtue of t he d i fference in their 

toneme patterns -ise used finite ly with the verbal referent 

'not taking something to' show the toneme pattern low~ow, 

whereas - {se used non-finitely with the meaning of ' not 

yet', has a high-high toneme pattern. Semantic tone serves 

to disti nguish them as distinct words. Compare the following 

examples: 

Ga ke - ise diapaPO kogo . (I am not taki ng clothes there) 

Ga ke - { s e ke - ise di aparo kogo . 

(I have not yet taken clothes the r e ). 

2 . 1.12 The v erbal forms - kitZa meaning 'will not' and 

- kitZa meaning 'strike/hit (something) with' is also another 

pair which may pose s ome problems. Their segmental sound 

forms are the same, and this may create difficulties in 

distinguishing them as separ ate words . Semantic tone is 

the only factor which distinguishes them. The verbal form 

-kitZa (will not) which i s non-finitely used, differs from 

- kttZa (strike or hit) which is finitely used by its toneme 

pattern . The non- finite verb kitZa carries a low-low 

toneme patt ern, whereas the finite verb - kttZa shows a 

high-low toneme pattern . Compare the following examples: 

- kitZa (non-finite ): Ga a- kitZa a-re-t senya mo moZatong. 

(He will not put u s into trouble) 

- k{tZa (finite ): Ga a-k{tZa mosimane ka mabo Ze . 

(He has not struc~ the boy with fists) 

6 - ktt ia mos imane ka maboZe. 

(He strikes t he b oy with fists) 

2 . 1 . 13 Some of the pairs of v e rbal forms noted above 

(- na 'to rain ' and - na 'past time'; - ise 'not taking some

thing to' and - i se 'not y e t ' ; - kitZa 'strike or hit' and 

- kitZa 'will not' ) coul d perhaps be etymologically related. 

Synchronically, however , they are experienced as distinct 

words by virtue of semantic tone . The othe r pairs, namely, 

- tZe ' to come' and - tZe ' usual ly or habitually', -baa/ -baya 

' become' and -ba 'and in addition or and also', should 

present no d i fficulty . The standard written Tswana should 
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reflect them accurately and avoid this unnecessary con

fusion . 

2.1.1 4 There are some non-finite verbs from the provisional 

collection which, despite minimal differences in their 

sound forms, still convey the same meaning. They can 

rightly be considered as variants. These are 
A 

- ne, - na and 

-no; -ba, - bo and be. Cole rightly maintains that -na and 

-no are the assimilated forms of -nt which is their basic 

form. The occurrence of - na and - no as variants of -ne have 

thus a linguistic explanation. They occur because of the 

influence of assimilation by other vowels adjacent to them. 

It should be noted, however, that while the use of the 

variant forms -na and -no is economic and phonetically 

cornfvrtable, it is nevertheless not compulsory . The basic 

form -ne can be used throughout , thus eliminating the 

variants -na and - no . In fact, for the sake of standardiza

tion , the basic form -ne should be the only form used in 

the written language. The variant forms - na and -no could 

exist only in the spoken language. 

-nt: Ke -n; ke -sa- i tse. (Mokoma-ditlhare, p.87) 

( I did not know) 

-no.: Ba-na ba-tsamaya mo mosong. (Marara, p.16) 

(They left in the morning) 

,ir., .- l ,u .::po ~u-r.o 1,,.,, -t e oga mo borokong. (Mokoma -di t:1h are 

p 8) (The creatures were waking up f rom sleeping) 

The ~bove examples illustrate t he basic verbal form - ne 

J. its ass1mildted variant forms -na and -1,c. ..::, .1.nd1cat.e<l 

~Lre cty, the ,criant forms can be discarded dnd only the 

b"'is lt"' form ~ can be us ed in the standard written Tswand. 

rhe seco~d nnd ~hird examples above would then be rendered 

..iS ows: 

a-,~ iya ~o mosong 

1-, r:o ~::!:.~ 7 o-tsoga mo borokon.g. 

L 1.15 The occurrence of the basic verbal form -ba and 

ts VaL~ants -bo and -be, is not occas~ioned by any con

venience in the spoken language. Their occurrenc~ has thu~ 
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no linguistic explanation o They seem to appear as a matter 

of individual choice, or individual dialects in Tswana. 

The verbal form - ba is undoubtedly the basi c form in terms 

of its wider frequency distribution in relation to the other 

two verbal forms - bo and - be, whose occurrence or distribu

tion i s very limited. For this r eason the latter verbal 

forms can be said to be interchangeable variants. In the 

standard written Tswana, therefore, only the verbal form 

- ba should be used . 

2 . 1.16 There are two non-finite verbs in the list that 

appear to be perfective forms of certain other non-finite 

verbs. They are - kile<- ka and - bi le< -ba. Cole regards 

-kile and -bile to be the perfectives of - ka and - ba 

respectively. He says, for instance, that: 

"-kile. The perfect stern of - ka is used deficiently in 

the past tense forms to express 'once' or in questions 'ever'. 

-bile: This, the perfective stern of -ba, occurs commonly 

with the invariable SC, as ebile . " 1 

Of the non-finite verb - jafile , he maintains that: "The 

simple stern corresponding to thi s obviously perfect tense 

form seems no longer to be extant . " 2 

The principle underlying the perfective and 

imperfective forms of f inite verbs is that these two forms 

denote respectively the completed and continuing state of 

the same process or action signified by the finite verb, e.g. 

_E!;rfective form irneerfective form 

- batlile (have wanted) -batla (want) 

-romile (have sent ) - roma (send) 

- rutile (have taught) - r u ta (teach) 

- gamile (have milked) -gama (milk) 

- ratile (have loved) - rata (love) 

The perfect form which is derived from the imperfective by 

1 Cole, D, T . : op.ait . , p .297 . 
2 Ibid. , p . 295 . 
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means of the suffix -iZe, does not result in a completely 

new verb. The two forms show closely related meanings . 

The perfective form of the verb denotes the completed 

aspect of the same finite verb. 

The so-called perfective and imperfective aspects 

of the non-finite verbs, namely -kiZe<-ka and -bi Ze< - ba, 

do not conform to the princi ple governing the perfective 

and i mperfect aspects of finite verbs in respect of their 

meanings or referents. Furthermore, it seems erroneous 

to speak of the perfective and imperfective aspects of the 

non-finite verbal forms since these verbal forms do not 

signify processes or actions which can be taken to be 

either completed or continuing. The non-finite verbs 

- bi Ze and -ba ; - kiZe and - ka, are semologically not related. 

They therefore appear to be different words. Compare the 

following examples: 

- biZe: It has the conjunctive meaning of 'furthermore', 

'moreover', 'also', 'even' or 'for that r eason / 

matter', e.g. 0-a-nkitse e/o-biZe o- itse batsadi 

bame . (He knows me, furthermore / for that reason 

he knows my parents) . 

- ba : It is used in the narrative or consecutive to 

express actions or processes which follow one 

anot her in a series . It conveys the meaning of 

'and t hen' or ' t hereupon', e.g. Ke - a- ts oga , ke - ba 

ke-apaya dijo. ( I wake up and then/thereupon I 

cook food). 

Scholars who regarded - kiZi and - bi Ze to be the 

perfective forms of -ka and -ba respectively , seem to have 

done so on the analogy of the morphological implications 

of the perfective and imperfective forms of fin ite verbs . 

These pairs of non-finite verbs could perhaps be related 

e t ymologically , but there is nothi ng synchronically that 

shows them as related verbal forms. - iZe in - kiZe and 

-b i Ze does not signify the completed aspect of these verbal 

forms . Possibly, it may not be a suffix at all but a 
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sequence of phonemes which acci dentally agrees with the 

form of the perfective suffix. 

The nature o r characteristics of the inherently non-finite 
or auxiliary v erbs 

At this stage it is possible to deal with the 

inherently non-fi nite or auxil i ary verbs . Their morpholo

gical, syntactical, sernologi cal and phonological charac

teristics will be discussed and illustrat ed. 

Morphological characteristics 

2.2 . 1 The auxiliary verbs, l i ke all other types of verbs, 

usually take SC to form predicatives, e.g. 

- ne: ~ o- bolelelwa ke mang? (Mpolelele-dilo, p.15) 

(Who was telling you? ) 

-b o : bas etsana ba- tshega ba- bo ba-ntsha la motlhagare, 

(Mpolelele-di lo, p.24 ) 

(Girls laughed and (ev en ) showed their side teeth) 

- ki t la : Nyalano ya bo- Molatlheg i ga e - kitla e-ema. 

(Motirnedi, p . 77) 

- i se: 

-kete: 

(The Molatlhegis' marriage will never be a success) 

Ga re - i se re - o- tlhoboge. (Kobo e Ntsho, p.6) 

(We hav e not y e t lost hope in Hirn) 

Puo e ya- kete e - mo- tsena mo tlhogong . 

(Motirnedi , p.9 1) 

(This talk appar ently appealed to him) 

- k q_; Bogosi jwa gago ga bo- ka- ke jwa nna jone. 

(Motswasele, p.10) 

(Your chi eftai nshi p wi ll not be a success) 

Bogolo o- ka- mpa wa- ntlogela ka- itu l e l a ke nnosi. 

(Moti rnedi, p.74 ) 

(You could bett er leave me to stay alone) 

- k e: . • . thero ya gagwe e - ke e-tsene mongwe mo pelong. 

(Motirnedi , p.101) 

(May his sermon please appeal to someone's heart) 

-be : Metse e - be e - thela Zosalaba yoobedi . 

(Both vi llages were happy) 
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- tie: 

-kile: 

- ka : 

- bolo : 
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Monna , o-nta o-tshegwa ke bana jaana . 

(Man, dG you let children laugh at you in this 

manner) 

0- botlhale o-bile o-pelontie. 

p .25) 

(Mokoma-ditlhare, 

(He is intelligent (and) for that matter he is 

kind-hearted) 

Phuthego e-mme e -n t se . (Motimedi, p.32) 

(May the congregation be seated) 

Nna ke - tle ke-bale dikgang. 

(I usually reaQ newspapers) 

Ke - a- utlwa, o-kile a-ruta gone mono. (Motimedi, 

p.1O2) (I understand he once taught here locally ) 

Mogokgo a-nt a-ka a-kgobogela Santi, (Motimedi, 

p .1O7 ) 

(The principal would from time to time harass Santi) 

Mar e ko a-bula molomo a-sa-bolo go-didimaia, 

(Mokoma-ditlhare, p.25) 

(Mareko opened his mouth (after) being silent for 

a long time) 

The SC can, however, be dropped from the auxiliary 

v e r bs . This means that the auxiliary predicativ es may 

occur without the SC. This tendency is marked particularl y 

i n the spoke n language and it is less evident in the written 

language. The reason for the omission of the SC from the 

auxi liary predicatives seems te be that the finite 

predicatives, with which they form compounded predicates, 

have SC. Hence, the SC of the auxiliary predicatives, 

although they are left out are still understood since they 

always agree with the SC of the finite predicatives. The 

following examples taken from written works will illustrate 

this morphol ogical characteristic 0f the auxiliary v erbs: 

(N.B. the SC which are placed in brackets are included by 

the writer, in the text they are omitted). 

- i ee : Ga a-itse Ze go setia, ga (a-)-ise a-ko a-setZe, 

(She does n0t even know how to stamp, she has 

never stamped) 
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- s e-ka: 0-t ia- ikaega ka wena , (o - ) - se-ka wa-sut e l a gope. 

(Moepa-tshipi ga a bone, p . 42) 

(He will l ean aga inst you, you should not S hift 

anywher e ) 

- ke : Le mong wa gagwe ga (a - ) - ka- k e a - se-rata. 

(Mokoma-ditlhare, p.3 2) 

(And h i s master wi l l not l ike i t) 

- kitla : Ga (re - ) - kitla re - tsamaya re -sa - laela. 

(Ma rara , p . 18) 

- bile : 

- bolo : 

(We s hall not g o away wi thout reporting) 

(Ba- ) - bile ba- re-tlogetse kwa morago . 

(For that matt e r t h e y l eft us behind) 

Ga (a - ) - bolo go - itse. 

(He has long been k nowing) 

Although the remain i ng auxil i ary verbs from the 

provisional l i st could not be f ound in the written 

literature without SC, the y can, however, be used without 

SC in the spoke n language a s illustrated below: 

- kete: 

- mp a : 

- nta: 

- ke : 

- ne : 

- no: 

- na: 

- be : 

- ba : 

- kil e : 

- mme: 

- tle: 

2 . 2 . 2 

Puo e - kete e - mo-tsena mo tlhogong, 

Bogolo - ka - mpa wa - ntlogela ka itule la k e n no s i , 

Manna , - tla- nta re - gaiwa ke khumo ruri. 

Thero ya gagwe - ke e - tsene mongwe mo pelong, 

- Ne ke - sa- itse . 

Lobopo - !!£. lo - tsoga mo borokong. 

- Na a - ba- bontsha metlholo, 

Metse - be e - thela losalaba yoobedi, 

Ba- e - phophotha, - ba ba- e - sola mokwatla ka s e at l a , 

Ke - a - utlwa - k i le a-ruta gone mono , 

Phuthego -mme e - ntse , 

Nna -tie ke - bue le bona. 

The auxiliary verbs may take the suffix -ng to 

form relati ve con s tructions . This relative suffix is 

usually taken by the f ini t e verbs when the auxiliary verbs 

are not used wi th them. Howe ver, when the predicates 

contai n auxiliary ve r bs, t h i s suffix i s attached to the 

auxiliary verbs wh i le t h e f inite verbs do not take it . 
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The following examples will illustrate the use of the 

relative suffix with auxiliary verbs: 

- kitlang: 

- i seng: 

~ • b Ngwana yo o- neng a- t~metse, o - onwe . 

(The child who was lost, is found) 

Banna ba ba-s e - kitlang ba- kgetha , ba- tla- tshwarwa. 

(Men who will not pay tax will be arrested) 

Batho ba ba- i seng ba- amogelwe ga ba- je selaZelo. 

(People who have not yet been confirmed do not 

receive holy-communion) 

- keteng: Dikgomo tse d i -keteng di - nonne di - a- tlhab iwa. 

(Cattle which are apparently fat are being 

slaughtered) 

A Modimo yo o- se - keng o latlha batho o- roriswe . 

(Le t God who will not forsake people, be praised) 

- bi sang: Batho ba ba- bisang go - itse nnete , ba- tla- latlhega. 

(People who fail to know the truth, will get lost) 

- mpang: Molemo o o- mpang o- thusa, ga o- itsewe. 

(The medicine which rather helps, is not known) 

-ntang : Monna yo a- ntang a-ineela, ke legatlupa. 

-keng : 

(The man who certainly gives up, is a c oward ) 

Bogosi jwa gago jo bo- ka-se - keng jwa nna jone , ga 

bo- t huse sepe. 

(Your c h ieftainship which will not be a success , 

does not help anything ) 

The r e ya gagwe e e - keng e - tsene batho , e-ntle . 

(His sermon which usually appeals to people, is 

good) 

- bolong: Mareko yo a-s a-bolong go -didimala , a bula molomo. 

(Mareko who was for a long time silent, opened h i s 

mout h) 

-kileng: Morutisi yo o- kileng a- ruta mono, o- a - itsege t hata . 

(A t e acher who once taught her e, is well-known) 

-tleng: Nna yo ke-t leng ke bue le bona, ke lebetswe. 

(I who usually talk to them am forgotten) 

- kang: Bana ba ba- kang ba- i thute , ba falola ditlhatlhobo. 

(Students who from time to time read, pass 

exami nations) 
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- biteng: Mos imane yo o-botthale, yo o-bi tE:!1!. a-le pelont le 

o falotse mo ditlhatlhob ong . 

(The boy who 1s inte lligent, who for that matter 

is kind- hearted, has passed in the examinations ) 

- mman~: Noga e e-mma?!!l. batho ba-e-bolaa, e-palelwa ke go 

tshaba . 

(A snake which let people kill it, does not know 

how to run away) 

Additional morphemes (modal) in auxiliary predicatives 

2.2.3 The auxiliary verbal stems do not undergo any 

morphological change when they are used to form the negative. 

For tha t matter some auxiliary verbal stems are already 

negative in themselves. The negat ive formatives ga-, or 

sa-/se- are usually employed within the auxiliary predic

atives. The fol lowing cases are auxiliary verbs which are 

negative in themselves, and they may be used with or without 

the negative f o rmatives ga- or -sa- /-se-: 

-i se: 

- bolo: 

Ge, ke-ise ke - je . 

(I have not yet eaten) 

Ke-rebala ke-ise ke - je. 

(I sleep having not yet eaten, i.e. I sleep before 
I eat ) 

Ga ke-bolo g0-reka. 

(I have not r ecently bought, i .e. I bought quite 
some time ago ) 

Ke-robala ke - sa- bolo g0- j0,. 

( I sleep not having eaten recently, i. e . I sleep 

having eaten some time ago) 
-kitla: Ge, be,-kitla ba-re-itse o 

(They will not know us ) 

- ke: Ge, ba-ke ba-tsamaa bosigo. 

(They never go about i n the night, i. e . They are 

not in the habit of going about in the night) 
. 

Some auxiliary verbs which are essentially pos itive 

f0rm the negative by prefixing the suffi~ ga- to the 
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auxiliary predicative: e.g. 

- ka: Ga ke - a-ka ka-reka. 

(I did not buy) 

Ga o-a- ka wa reka. 

(You did not buy) 

- ne: Ga re - ne re-reka. 

-kete: 

-nta: 

(We will not often buy) 

(Ga ba-ne ba-reka. 

(They will not often buy) 

Ga ba- kete ba-Zekana ka seemo. 

(They are not apparently equal in height) 

Ga re - kete re- tshaba maphodisa. 

(We are not apparently scared of the police) 

Ga ba- a- nta ba-Zongwa ke noga . 

(They di d not let the dog bite them) 

Ga re - a- nta ra-weZa mo kotsing . 

(We did not let ourselves to fall into a pit) 

-be: Gaba-be ba- itse se se jeZeng bana. 

(They, in a way, did not know what happened to 

the chi ldren) 

Dikgomo ga di-be di -tsamaya Ze dinamane . 

(The cattle in a way, do not go with the calves) 

Again some auxiliary verbs express the negative 
by means of the negative morpheme -aa- or -ae- which ia 

inserted between the SC and the auxiliary verbs as with 

ordinary verbs, e . g . 

- ka : Bana ba-se-ka ba-robaZa. 

-kiZe: 

(The children should/ must not sleep) 

PuZa e - se - ka ya-na. 

{The rain should/ must not fall) 

Re - ka - bo re-sa- ka ra- robaZa. 

(We, in a way, should not have slept) 

Ka a- se - kiZe a - utZweZeZa se se-neng se-boZeZwa. 

(Because he never once listened to what was said) 

... Ka gonne re -s e - kiZe ra- baZa~ re paZetswe ke 

ditZhat Zh obo. (Because we never once studied, we 

fa iled in the examination) 



-mme: 

- kete: 

- nta: 
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Phuthego e - se-mme e- Ze t ZeZeZa boatla mo difeleng. 

(The congregation should not allow faults in the 

singing of hymns) 

Batho ba- se-mme ba-Zeka Modi mo tumelo. 

(People should not test God) 

O-se-kete o-sa-itse molao . 

(You should not seem not to know the law) 

Ba-se-nta ba- phadi wa k e bana ba bangwe mo kgaisanong . 
~ o 

(They should never allow other childrenAsurpass 

them in a competition) 

There are also a few auxiliary verbs which cannot 

form negative predicatives. In these cases, the negative 

is expressed by the finite predicative. Examples are: 

- ne: Ke-ne k e - s a - i tse. 

(I did not know) 

- bo: Ba-b o b a -sa-itse . 

(In a way they did not know ) 

(tla - ) -bo: Ba-t la -bo b a -sa- i t s e. 

(In a way they will not be knowing) 

2 . 2.4 The modal format i ve -t la-, which is indicative of 

an intention, may occur with the auxiliary predicatives in 

the usual position as with the finite predicatives, e.g. 

-b o : ke- t la-b 0 k e-se tse k e -boi le. (Mokoma-ditlhare, 

p.15 ) (I will hav e already come back) 

- ba: Baet sho , Zo - g o p o Za goPe ban a ba ~o na ba-tla-ba 

b a - it s e g0re ~ot k e p e b a. (Motimedi, p.40) 

(My people, do you thi nk that our children will 

ever know that ' r ot' means rat) 

- ne: O- bo o - tla- ne a - sale o - b otsa mo tho. 

(Marara, p.58 ) 

- nta: 

(You take a long time asking a person questions) 

O- t l a - nta re-g aiwa ke khumo ruri . 

(Motimedi, p.84 ) 

(Man, y ou wi l l let us be by-passed by riches 

indeed) 



-kete: 

- ke: 

-mme: 

- ka: 

-bisa : 

-ke: 

-bile: 

2.2.5 

Re - tla- kete re- tsamaela kwa pele. 

(We shall seemingly move forward) 

Le - tla- mp a le - itsamaela sentle. 

(You will better go well) 
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Thero yagagwe e - tia- ke e -tsene mongwe mo pelong. 

(His sermon will better appeal to someone's heart) 

Phuthego e - tia- mme e - ntse . 

(The congregation will remain seated) 

Mo s i mane a - tia- ka a - re - siisa terene . 

(The boy would let the train leave us behind) 

Lo- tla- b i s a go - t s hamekela mo molelong . 

(You will stop playing with fire) 

Bogosi jwagago bo - tla- ke jwa nna jone. 

(Your chieftainship will certainly become r ight) 

Re - tla- bile re - ba- lekola. 

(We shall for that matter pay them a visit) 

The major ity of the auxiliary verbs can also 

employ the potentia l formative - ka- which takes the same 

morpho- tactic position as all modal formatives, i.e. 

between the SC and the auxiliary verb e . g . 

-bo: Ba- ka - bo ba- sa- bolo go - tshwarwa. 

(Mokoma-ditlhare, p.33 ) 

- ne: 

-kete : 

- bi sa: 

-nta: 

Re- ka- bo re -setse re - t shwerwe. 

(We cou1d be already arrested) 

Bogolo o-ka -mp a wa ntlogele ke le nnos i . 

(Motimedi , p.74) 

0- ka-ne a - tlhagetswe ke sengwe sa gonna jalo. 

(Marara, p . 54) 

(He could ha ve been befallen by something of that 

nature ) 

Le - ka- kete ga le ~nkitse? 

(Could you seemingly not know me?) 

Batho ba-ka- bisa go rapela Modimo. 

(People can stop/ fail to pray God) 

Monna ~ o - ka- nta wa- itewa ke basimane . 

(Man, can you really let the boys beat you up) 
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- ke: Bogosi jwa gago ga bo-ka- ke jwa nna jone. 

(Your chieftainship will certainly not become right) 

-ka: Mogo kgo a - ka - ka a - kgobogela Santi. 

(The princi pal would not harass Santi) 

- mma: 

- be: 

2.2.6 

Ba-ka-mma ba-mo- tlogela. 

(They could let hi m go) 

Re-ka- be re-tsamaya jaanong. 

(We could be leaving now) 

The auxiliary predicatives may take the modal 

formative - a- and result in the so-called 'long form' of 

the predicative, e.g. 

- tle : Diaparo di - a - tle di - tloge di - jewe ke mmoto. 

(Mokoma-di tlhar e, p.15) 

- bo: 

- ne: 

- k e te: 

- bolo: 

- k e: 

- nta: 

- mma: 

- be: 

- ka : 

Ke-a-bo ke -sa - itse sepe. 

Ba- a - ne ba- tsamae ka maoto. 

There ya gagwe e - a - ke e - tsena batho mo d i pelong. 

Ga re - a - bolo go- ba- bitsa. 

Bogosi jwa gago ga bo- a - ke jwa nna jone . 

Batswana ga ba-a-nta ba- tlhalefa pele. 

Ga re - a-mma ra-jabediwa ke basimane . 

Metse e - a-be e-thela losalaba yoobedi. 

Ga re - a - ka ra-welwa ke molato. 

Dikgomo ga di-a-ka tsa- lala kwa nageng. 

There i s no definable difference in meaning between 

'the short' and 'the long forms ' of the auxiliary predic
atives . For this reason, the two forms are freely inter

changeable, and the diff erences i n meaning that may be 

experienced a r e due to t he extra-linguistic situation in 

which such pairs of predi catives are used . This is true 

only for the auxiliary verbs. As for finite verbs, there 

is undoubtedly a syntacti c significance attached to the 

two forms. 

2.2.7 The morphological characteristics of the auxiliary 

verbs show that the auxiliary verb stems are root morphemes. 

These auxiliary verb s t ems can, therefore, not be analysed 

any further into morphemic elements. Since they are 
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indiv isible into mo r phemic elements, no morpheme can be 

inserted into o r substituted for their f orm. Morphemes 

can, however, be added to the auxiliary verb stems to 

form auxil i ary predicatives. As noted above, t he Sc, 

the relative suffix - ng and the modal formatives, can 

added to the auxiliary verbs to form predicatives. 

2.2.8 The a uxi liary verbs, however, do not take the 

verbal suffixes such as - i i -, - i s -, - a n-, - ei-, - eg-, 

- oZo Z-, - oZog- etc. which can usually be employed with 

finite verbs . 

be 

Therefore, they (auxiliary verbs) conform only 

parti ally t o t he mo rpho l ogical c hara c teristics of the 

finite verbs. 

Semological characteristics 

2.3.1 It has been pointed out already that auxiliary 

predicatives contribute notions and implicatio ns o f time 

a nd modali t y to the f i nite predicative in a compounded 

predicate. In other words, their function or s hare in the 

process of c ommunication is to add time and modal im

plications to the finite predicative with which they form 

compounded predicates . They do not, l ike adverbs, describe 

the predicates as some scholars in Bantu languages have 

maintained. In the example k e - ne ke - i s e ke gor oge (I had 

not yet arrived), the auxiliary predicatives ke - ne and 

ke - i se add past time and negative modal implications 

respectively to the finite predicative ke - goroge. The 

main verbal referent of the compounded p r edicate which is 

signified by the finite predicative ke - goroge , is said to 

have not yet taken place in the past time by the auxiliary 

predicatives ke - ise and k e - n t respectively . 

2,3,2 The division of auxiliary predicat ives into those 

that d e note time and those that denote moda lity i s usually 

not very sharp. This i s because certain auxiliar y verbs 

would denote both time and modality , at least by implication, 
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The following are auxiliary verbs that refer to both time 

and modality: t he 
- kit"'la: It refers to the negative modality inAfuture, e.g. 

ga ba-ki t"'la ba- tsamaya (They will not go away). 

The auxiliary predicative ba- kit"'la conveys the 

-k i"'le: 

6-he 
negative modal implications and time in Afuture. 

The verbal refer ent denoted by the finite 

predicative ba- tsamaya is said to be not taking 

place in the indefinite f uture time. 

Mo"'lat"'lhegi o- ki "le a - ruta mono. (Molatlhegi once 

taught here ) The auxiliary predicative o-ki"'le 

has the referents of 'one time in the indefinite 

past' and shades of negative modality by 

implication, i.e. 'now no longer'. 

The auxiliary verb which clearly indicates time is - ne , 

i.e. past time, e.g. 0-ne a- roba"'la sent"'le (He slept well) 

2.3.3 Modal auxiliary v erbs may be further sub-divided 

into a variety of such modal i mplications. For instance, 

there are modal auxiliary verbs which signify negation, 

habit, plea or wish or request, co-ordination/ consecutive, 

etc. 

Negation 

Except for the auxiliary v erb - bisa which is self

sufficiently negative, the other auxiliary verbs signifying 

negation requir e t he use of the negative modal formative 

ga- in their predi catives . The use of the negative for

mative ga- with these auxiliary verbs appears tq be a kind 

of double negative, e.g. 

- ise : 

- ke : 

- bisa: 

Ga ba- i se ba- bone met"'lho"'lo. 

(They have not y et seen miracles) 

Ga ba- ke ba- bona met"'lho"'lo. 

(They d id not/never see mi racles) 

Go - bisa go- itse ditiraga"'lo go bot"'lhoko. 

(Not t o know e vents i s pai nful) 

: r r OF Tq ... NORTH 
C '.:...., i. A L F • I. L, i 

C r 
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Gaba- bolo go-re - bitsa . 

(They have not recently been calling us, i.e . 

they have long been calling us) 

-kitla : Ga ba- kitla ba-bona metlholo. 

(They will not see miracles) 

Habit/potentiality 

- tle: A-lela jaaka pi t se e - tle e-lele. 

(He cried as a horse usually cries) 

Ke - tle ke - bale dikgang . 

( I usually/ habitually read newspapers) 

Plea, wish or request 

- ke: Thero ya gagwe e - ke e - tsene mongwe mo pelong. 

(Motimedi , p.101) 

- mme: 

- nta : 

(May his sermon (please) appeal to someone's 

heart) 

Phuthego e -mme e - ntse fa fatshe. 

(The congregation may in the meantime be seated) 

Re-tla-nta re-gaiwa ke khumo ruri. 

(We shall certainly let riches by-pass us) 

Bogolo o - ka- mpa wa-ntlogela ke le nosi. 

(You could rather leave me alone) 

Co- ordination or con secutive 

- ba : A- ba- t shega a - ba a - ba- bitsa mas i l0 . 

(Koketso kitso ya Lefatshe, p.22) 

- bile: 

(He laughed at them and (e ven) called them 

cowards ) 

0 -bua Setswana, o - bile o - a - sekwala. 

(He speaks Tswana, for that matter he writes it) 

2. 3 . 4 Something about the co-ordinate or consecutive 

modal a uxiliary predicatives needs to be said here. These 

auxiliary predicatives function to co-ordinate or link 

together complete predicates. The Webster's New Inter

national Dicti onary calls them link verbs. Cole does not 
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regard them as such and he remar ks that: "The tendency 

to tre at such forms as con j uncti ves seems to arise mainly 

from the fact that idiomati c rendering thereof in English 

and other European languages r equires the use of link 

words, e .g. 'when' for erile or etlare, ' furthermore' for 

ebile. "
1 

A close look at the auxili ary verbs, however, 

shows some of them to funct ion l i k e co-ordinate conjunctives. 

They link together compl e t e p r edi cates. For that matter 

they agree to the princi p l e o f substitution with conjunc

tives. Compare t he following examples: 

- bile: Loso ga Zo - simolole ka nna ebile ga Zo - k i tla Zo-fe la 

ka nna . (Bogos i -kupe, p. 3) 

conjunctive 
substitute : 

Loso ga Zo-s i molole ka nna ka jalo ga 

Zo - k i tla Zo- fela ka nna. 

(Death does not start with me and (for that 

matter ) it will not end wi th me ) 

- ba: A- ba- tshega a - ba a - ba- bi tsa ma silo . 

conjunctive 
substitute: 

A- ba- tshega mme a - ba- bitsa mas i l o. 

(He laughed at them and also/even called them 

fool s ) 

Ba- p h~dimoga, ba-e di mola ba- ba ba- i kotlolo l a . 

(Mokoma-di tlhar e, p . 22 ) 

conjunctive 
substitute: 

Ba-p h~di moga , ba- edi mola j aana ba- i k0tlola. 

(They woke up a b r upt ly, they yawned and they 

stre t ched t hemselves) 

I t should be noted that the co-ordinate conjunctive 

modal auxiliary verbs cannot be used as initial words of 

sent ences as it i s wi t h mos t conjunc tives. They can only 

be used medially i n sent ences to link up predicates. 

Syntactical characteri sti cs 

2 . 4.1 The auxi l i ary predi catives always precede the 

finite predicative in c ompounded predi cates. The latter 

predicative is a complement t o the former ones, This order 

is unchangeable o The followi ng examples will i llustrate: 

1. Cole, D. T . : op.ait . , p . 381. 
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2. 

3. 

4 . 

5. 

A-se- ka a- itse 
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go-bua, (Marara, p.46) 

aux.predicative 

I 
finite predicative 

I ) 

compounded predicate 

(He did not know how to speak) 

A 
Ke- ne 

aux.predicative 

I 

ke-sa- itse , (Mokoma-ditlhare, p. 43) 

finite prejicative 

~ 

compounded predicate 

(I did .not know) 

Ga ke- kt 

aux. prehicative 

ke- aka. 
f 

(Marara, p.52) 

I 
finite predicative 

) I 
compounded predicate 

(I never t ell lies ) 

Ga ke- ise ke- riaZo • 

aux. pre1icative 

I 
finite predicative 

~ I 
compounded predicate 

(I have never said that) 

o-ka-bo o-aa-utawa , 

aux . predicative finite pre icative 

compounded predicate 

(You should not have stolen) 

(Motimedi, p.16) 

(Motimedi, p. 11) 

2 . 4 . 2 In Tswana, it is usual for more than one auxiliary 

predicative to be used in a compounded predicate. This is 

made possibl e by the fact that each auxiliary predicative 

adds distinct implications of modality or time. The 

following examples show more than one auxiliary predicative 

employed in compounded predicates: 
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1. A ga o-i se o- ke o- kop_ane le moT'Waa Goitsemang? -r I (Botsang Rre, p.41) negative modal aux . finite 
modal aux , predicative predicative 
predicative denoting a 

compounded predicate 

(Ha ve you not yet met with Goitsemang's son?) 

2. Monna yoga a-ise a- ke a- bo a-tsene mo moweng 
I --.- -,- ~ wame. modal aux. modal aux. modal aux . 

Botsang Rre, predicative predicative predicative 
finite p, 44) (indicating (paten- (i mpatience) 

negaticr) tiility) (orlsurprise) predicative 

I I ➔ 
compounded predica t e 

(This man has never really appealed to my feelings) 

,.., 
a- i se a- ke a-bo 3. Monna yo la o- ne a-tsene mo 

I T T 7 f moweng wa me, 

temporal aux . modal aux . modal aux . modal aux . finite 
predicative predicative predicative predicative predicative 
(past) (negation) (pat en- (te pus) 

t iality) 

compounded predicat e 

(That man had never really appealed to my feelings) 

4. Monna yola 
I\ o-ne 

r-
temporal 
aux . pre
dicative 
(past) 

I 

a-bile 
I 

modal a ux . 
predicat-
ive (co-
ordinating) 

I 

a-ise a- ke 
I --,-

modal aux. modal aux , 
predicative predicative 
(negation) (paten-

I tiality) 
I 

compounded predicate 

a-bo 
--=-r 
modal aux. 
predicative 
(tempus) 

I . 

a- tsene ~--
1 

finite 
predic
ative 

I 
(For that matter, that man had never really appealed to 

my feel i ngs ) 

The first example shows two auxiliary predicatives used in 

a compounded predi cate, whe r eas the second shows three, 
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the third shows four, and the fourth example shows five 

such auxiliary predicatives in a compounded predi~ate . 

2.4.3 The above e xamples also show the order or sequence 

in which the various types of auxiliary predicatives follow 

each other when they are used in the same compounded 

predicate . The order appears to be: first the auxil~ary 

predicatives indicating time which are then followed by 

modal auxiliary predicatives. The varieties of the latter 

type of auxiliary predicatives show a preferential sequence 

of 

(i) co-ordination, 

(ii) negation, 

(iii) potentiality and 

(iv) impatience or surprise . 

Thi s order of auxiliary predicatives appears to be inherent 

in the language. 

2.4.4 The auxiliary predicatives may be used alone with-

out complementary finite predicatives with which they are 

usually employed in compounded predicates. They thus give 

the impress i on that they are complete predicates on their 

own. In this syntactical context or usage, they are simply 

elliptical fragments of complete predicates whose complemen

tary finite predicatives are taken for granted. The omitted 

complementa ry fin i te predicatives are usually understood 

from the situation or circumstances. The following examples 

will illustrate this syntactical usage of the auxiliary 

predicatives : 

- ka: Le-go- ka: 

(You/ It will never!) 

- kitZa: Ga o- kitZa ! 

(You will not!) 

- ise: Ga ba-ise: 

(They have not yet !) 

-boZo : Ga ba-boZo! 

(They have long!) 

The above usagesof non-finite predicatives are abbreviated 
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forms of complete compounded predicates. In this syntac

tical context, the non-finite predicatives are imperative 

in significance and they are interj ectives in function . 

In this respect Cole says that: "All verb imperatives are 

functional ly interjectives ." 1 They are employed in certain 

situations, usually of conversations/dialogue. For this 

reason and in case of doubt as to what they mean, their 

complementary finite predicatives can always be brought 

back to form complete compounded predicates as follows: 

Le go ka ke -go - tlogela. (I will never leave you) 

Ga o - kitla o - tsamaya. 

Ga a - ise a-gole. 

Gaba-bolo 00-re-bits a. 

(You will not go away) 

(He has not yet grown up) 

(They have long been calling us) 

2.4.5 Louw maintains that the non-finite predicative can 

be followed by a complete sentence as its complement. He 

gives the example: ()(hosa) andikhange ; ubesisiyatha lowe 

ukuzizele impendu le yam. According to him andikhange is 

the non-finite predicative and its complement is the whole 

sentence following it. I find what he calls the complement 

to the non-finite predicative to be a follow-up statement 

which is completely independent of the non-finite predicative 

andikhange . For that matter, the two parts are separated 

from one another by a pause which in writing is indicated 

by a semi-colon. Andikhange is to me a non-finite pre

dicative which depends for its complement, not on the 

sentence which follows it, but on a complementary finite 

predicative excluded or omitted because it is understood. 

It is an elliptical fragment or abbreviated form of a 

complete compounded predicate. 

The Tswana equivalent of the Xhosa example given 

above is: ga ke - a - ke ; yoo o - nt a-tsenwa go-ntlisetsa 

phetolo/karabo . ga-ke - a - ke is a non-finite predicative 

whose complement ary finite predicative is not included 

simply because it is understood from the situation of 

1. Cole, D. T.: op.ait . , p . 399 . 
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dialogue involved. The complete sentence yoo o-ne a - tsenwa 

go - ntlisetsa phetolo , is not its complement but a follow-up 

statement which is self-sufficient. The complement to the 

non-fin ite predicative ga ke -a- ke can be had on demand, 
,,._ 

thus ga ke - a- ke ka-rialo/ka-mo-rom~; yoo o-ne a-tswenwa 

go - ntlisetsa phetolo. In situations of conversation and 

dialogue many things are usually taken for granted since 

they are understood. 

2. 4 .6 The auxiliary predicatives may be separated from 

their complementary finite predicatives by the interpolation 

of words, especially adverbs and deficient predicatives. 

This systactical feature of non-finite predicatives shows 

that there is a loose connection between them and their 

compl ements, e . g. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

I' 
o-ne 

~ 
a-sa-robale bontle• (Koketso Kitso ya -,-

non-finite i ntervening finite 
Lefatshe, p . 47) 

predicative 

I 
word predicative 

I 
compounded predicate 

(Again or Moreover , he was not sleeping well) 

Senonori sa- bo se-rialo , 

f 'i . non- n1.te 
~ 

intervening f . ·t' 1.n1. e 
~redicative 

I 
worcl. (adverb) predicative 

compounded predicate 

(Senonori further said that) 

I 

Ga a- kitla 

non-fi
1
nite 

predicative 

jaia a-re-tshi.Jenya , 
I 

I 
intervening 
word (adverb ) 

finite 
predicative 

I 
compounded predicate 

(As it i s, he will not bother us) 



4. Le- a- kete 

non-fini te 
predicative 

I 

ruri -,-
i nterveni ng 
word (adverb) 

compounded predi cate 
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le-lebala seo le se- rutilweng, 
I finite 

pr edicative 

\ 

(You apparently really forget what you have been taught) 

5. Di aparo di -a-bo 
I 

non-fi ni te 
predicative 

I 

j aanong 

' i ntervening 
word 

> 
compounded predi cate 

di- jewa ke rrunoto, 

finite 
predicative 

I 
(As it is, the clothes are being eaten by moths) 

Types of complements with which the a uxiliary predicatives 

can combine in compounded predicates 

2 . 4.7 Earlier studies i n Bantu languages have shown a 

t e ndenc y to place more i mportanc e on the classification of 

auxiliary verbs according t o t he type of complements with 

which they combine i nstead of p utting more emphasis on the 

auxiliary verbs themselv es . In this respect J.A. Louw 

remarks : "Die vraag is egter of so ' n eensydige klassi

fisering van die defisiente v erba korrek i s. Wat van die 

morfologiese, semantiese en s i ntaktiese e i enskappe van 

sulke verba wat geklass i fiseer moet word en daarom sal 

hulle eie tiperende keruner ke die belangrikste wees. Slegs 

hierna kan hulle gesien word as deel van ' n meervoudige 

predikatiewe konjugasie waa rua n die k erunerkende eienskappe 

as 'n geheel in aanmerking geneem kan word by die klas

s ifikasie van h i e rdie werkwoorde. 11 1 

2.4.8 It is now possible at thi s stage, after the 

characte ristics of auxi liary verbs have been dealt with, 

to d iscuss the types of complements with which they can 

combine in compounded predi cates . Two types of such com

plements can be clearly d i sti nguished in Tswana, namely, 

1. Lauw, J . A. : op. cit. , p . 57 . 



verbal and copula tive complements, e.g. 

Verbal complements: 
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A 
1. Kgosi Mo7-efi o- ne 

auxol 
a-busa Bakgatia. 

b 1 I d " . 

2. 

predicative 
(non-finite) 

I 

ver a pre icative 

:finite) !complement 

complete compounded predicate 

(Chief Molefi was ruling the Bakgatla) 

Kgosi Mo7-efi ga a-ki tia 

aux. I 
predicative 
(non-finite) 

l > 

a-busa 
I 

verbal predicative 
(finite) complement 

I 
complete compounded predicate 

(Chief Molefi will not rule the Bakgatla) 

Bakgatia, 

Copulative complements : 
/\ 

l, Kgosi Mo7-efi o- ne a- 7,e bot7-haZe/mogoZo , 

2. 

aux.T 
predicative 
(non-finite ) 

copulJtive + N. adjunct./adj, adjunct 
pr edicative 
(non-finite) 

copulative complement 

complete compounded predicate 

(Chief Molefi was intelligent/big) 

Kgosi MoZefi I\ o-ne 

aux.T 
predicative 
(non-finite) 

a-se 
-r-

copulative 
predicative 
(non-fi nite) 

botZha7,e/mogo7,o , 

+ N. adjunct,/adj. adjunc t 

copulative complement 

complete compounded predicate 

(Chief Molefi was not intelligent/ big) 



3. 

4. 

5. 

" Kgosi Mo ie fi 

aux. 

e-ne 

' predicative 

e-7,,e 
--r 

copulative 
predicative 
(non-finite) 
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env? 
pr0n.adjunct 

copulative complement 

complete compounded predicate 

(What was Chief Molefi?) 

Mol,efi "' e-ne 

aux.T 
predicative 
(non-finite) 

e-7,,e 
~l. copu ative 

predicative 
(non-finite) 

kgoti, 

N.adjunct 

copulative complement 

complete compounded predicate 

(Chief Molefi was a chief) 

MoZefi e-bile 
·I 

aux. 
predicative 

ke 
T 

copulative 
particle 
(non-finite) 

kgori• 

+ N.adjunct 

copulative complement 

complete compounded predicate 

(For that matter Molefi is a chief) 

A short note about the copulative complement needsto 

be made here . The copulative complement is a word-group 

and it consists of a copulative predicative or copulative 

particle plus an adjunct which may either be a noun, 

pronoun , adjective or an adverb . The copulative predicative 

or copulative particle is always non-finite although it is 

not an auxiliary verb. It is non-finite because it requires 

an adj unct to form a full copulative complement to the 

preceding auxiliary predicative. 
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2.4.9 The two types of complements mentioned above may 

each show a variety of modal forms. They may occur in the 

participial, infinitive and consecutive . It should be 

noted that in principle the complements are syntactically 

dependent on the auxiliary predicatives with which they 

form compounded predicates. The modal forms in which these 

complements may occur are further dependent in as far as 

they occur within complete predicates which can either be 

indicative or subjunctive, e.g. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Mosimane 

aux. 

" o-ne 
---r 

predicative 
(non-finite) 

I 

a- disa 

b 1 Id . . ver a pre icative 
complement (finite) 
(participial modal 

• form) I 
complete compounded predicate 

(indicative mood) 

dikgomo. 

(The boy was looking after the cattle) 

Ga go-kitZa 

aux. I 
predicative 
(non- finite) 

I 

go-re-tshwenya • 
I 

verbal predicative 
complement (finite) 
(infinitive modal form) 

► I 
complete compounded predicate 

(indicative mood) 

(That will not bother us) 

0- jafi"le 
I 

aux. 
predicative 
(non-finite) 

I 

wa- tla, 
I 

verbal predicative 
complement (finite) 
(consecutive modal form) 

I 
complete compounded predicate 

(indicative mood) 

(You did well by corning) 

2.4.10 The indicative and subjunctive moods seem to refer 

to the type of clauses in which the predicates or sentences 

may occur. For instance, the main or independent clause 

is always in the indicative mood, whereas the subordinate 
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or subjoined or dependent clause is usually in the sub

junctive, e.g. 

1 • Batho ba Zema masimo gore ba-bone dijo, 

subordinkte clause 

2 • 

main clause 

( indicatre mood) of reason 
(subjuncrive mood) 

compound sentence 

(People plough fields so that they can get food) 

Ba- a- Zema 

main! clause 
(indicative mood) 

I 
compound sentence 

gore ba-kotuZe. 

subordi~ate clause 
(subjunctive mood) 

I 

(They plough so that they can reap) 

In very few instances, however, the complements 

to the auxiliary predicatives may occur in the subjunctive 

and indicative moods. The subjunctive form of the comple

ment seems to be determined by the subjunctive nature of 

the auxiliary verb with which it combines to form a com

p ounded predicate, e.g. 

- ke: Modimo a- ke a-re-thuse , 

aux. I 
predicati ve 
(subjunctive ) 

I 

verbal predicative 
c:mple~nt (iubjunctive) 

compounded predicate 

(May God help us) 

0
, • f • ., ... 
- J a 1, 1,,e 

I aux . 
predicative 
(subjunctive ) 

I 

6- tsamae 

verbal predicative 
> complement rubj uncti ve l 

compounded predicate 

(You did well by going with them) 

Ze bona, 

It i s interesting to note that the subjunctive 
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form of the complement occurs exclusively with the two 

auxiliary verbs mentioned above. It should also be noted 

from the above examples that the subjunctive complement is 

always verbal . The indicative complement occurs exclusively 

with the auxiliary predicative which is co-ordinate con

junctive in signi ficance or value. It is referred to as a 

complement on a purely structural basis. Syntactically, 

however, it is independent of the preceding auxiliary 

predicative and for that matter it is a complete predicate 

on its own, e.g. 

-bi Ze: ke-bua Setswana, e/ke- biZe 

I aux. 
predicative 
(conjunctive) 

I 

ke-a-se-kwaZa • 

verbal predicate 
complement 
(indicative mood) 

I 
structurally comp0unded predicate 

This matter of moods and modal forms merits separate treat

ment and it shall not be dealt with in this study . What 

has been observed about moods and modal forms will suffice 

for the purpose of the matter under investigation. 

2.4.11 

(i) 

Auxiliary verbs which combine with verbal 

complements 

Auxiliary verbs which combine with participial 

verbal complements 

-bo: Dikgomo di-a-b o di - tsama ya Ze dinamane . 

(Surprisingly, the cattle are going away with 

-ne: 

- ise: 

claves) 

0-a-bo 6- dira eng? 

(What are y ou doing - I wonder) 

Dikgomo di-n i di -tsamaya Ze dinamane. 

(The cattle were going away with calves) 
, " , d " 0-ne a- ~ra eng? 

(What was he doing - I wonder) 

Ga a- i se a- reke dibuka . 

(He has not yet bought books) 

DikoZo ga di - i se di-tswaZwe. 

(Schools have/are not y et closed) 
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- kitla : Ga ba-kitla ba-re - tlogela. 

(They will not leave us behind) 

Ga a - ki t la a-tsamaya. 

(He will not go away) 

- ke: Ga ke - ke ke - tsamaya bosigo. 

,... 
- mme: 

( ii) 

- bolo : 

- bisa: 

(I usually do not go about in the night) 

Dira ga di - ke d! - tlhasela motshegare , 

(Enemi es usually do not invade during the day) 

(A) Mosimane a- mme a- re - letet se, 

(Let the boy be waiting for us) 

(A) Bana ba-mme ba- robetse. 

(Let the children be sleeping) 

Auxiliary verbs which combine with infinitive 

verbal complements 

Ga ke - a- bolo go-ba-bitsa, 

(I have long been calling them) 

Dira ga di - a-b olo go- tlhasela Zefatshe la rona. 

(Enemies have long invaded our country) 

Go-b i sa go- itse dikgang go-utlwisa b0tlhoko , 

(Not to know news i s heartbreaking) 

The above auxiliary verbs always combine with infinitive 

complements , The other auxiliary v erbs can, however, also 

combine with infinitive complements, provided they too, 

occur in the infinitive predicatives. 

(iii) 

• • 7 ,/1, - Jaf,z,1,e: 

1. 

2. 

/', 

- ne: 

1 . 

Auxiliary verbs which combine with consecutive 

verbal complements 

, . , •7"' , 7 0- Ja ,z,1,e wa- t1,a . 

(It is just as well you have come/came) 
I . •7"'1b 0- Jaf,z, 1,e a - ua. 

(It is just as well he spoke) 

Ke-ne ka - reka pere, 

(I bought a horse) 



2. 0- ne wa- kgatZhana Ze mang? 

(Whom did you meet?) 

3 . SeZepe se-ne sa-rema monwana wa gagwe. 

(An axe chopped his finger) 

- ba: 

1. Di -ne tsa- ba tsa-ineela, 

(They then/eventually gave up) 
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2. Pele ke - ne ka-ya Tshwane , ka-ba ka-ya Gauteng. 

(First I went to Pretoria, then I went to 

Johannesburg) 

0-ka-mpa wa-ntlogeZa. 

(You can rather leave me) 

2. Dikgomo di - ka - mpa tsa-nwa metsi . 

(The cattle can rather drink water) 

(iv) Auxiliary verbs which combine with subjunctive 

v erbal complements 

As already noted, the auxiliary verbs -ke and 

-jafile are the only two forms which combine exclusively 

with subjunct ive complements, e.g. 

- ke: 

l. A ba- ke ba-mo- thuse. 

2 . 

- jafi Ze: 

(Let them help him) 

Kagi so e - ke e-nne Ze Zona. 

(Let/May peace be with you) 

l. Le - jafiZe le-gako logelwe . 

(It is just as well you remembered) 

2. Di - ja file di -tshabele mo ntlong. 

(v) 

(They have gone into the house just in the nick 

of time) 

Auxi liary verbs which combine with indicative 

verbal complements 

The auxiliary verb -bile is the only verb which 

combines with indicative complements. This fact has 
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already been noted. The following examples will further 

illustrate: 

1. 

2.4.12 

Dintsa di - ja nama e/di-biZe di -ja Ze marapo. 

(Dogs eat meat, for that matter they (also eat 

bones) 

Ke - a-utZwa, e/ke-biZe . ke - a -ut Zwisisa. 

(I hear, for that matter I understand) 

Auxiliary verbs which can combine with copulative 

complements 

Some of the auxiliary verbs which combine with 

verbal complements can also combine with copulative com

plements. They are the following: 

Identifying copulative complements 

- ne: Re - ne re-le bana o 

(We were children) 

- bo: Re-ka-bo re-Ze bana. 

(We could be children) 

-kete: 

- mme: 

E/Re-kete re - Ze bana. 

(It is as if we are children) 

(Apparently, or we are children) 

Re - mpa re-Ze bana . 

(We are rather children) 

A re-mme re - Ze bagaZe ba ntwa. 

(Let us be heroes o f the battle) 

Descriptive copulative complements 

-ne: 

-kete: 

-bo: 

Re-ne re-Ze gaufi Ze motse. 

(We were nearer the vil lage) 

E/Ba- kete ba-Ze kgakaZa. 

(Apparently, they are far away) 

(It is as if they are far away) 

0 - tia-bo a - Ze gaufi Ze motse. 

(He will be nearer the village) 

Ba - mpa ba-Ze botZhaZe . 

(They are rather intelligent) 



-mme: A re-mme re-le-gaufi le bath0. 

(Let us be nearer the people) 
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The above examples show that the copulative com

plement to the auxiliary predicative can either be iden

tifying o r descriptive . Furthermore, they show the 

copulative complements to be always in t h e participial 

modal form. There is, however, one auxiliary verb which 

may combine with copulative complements in the indicative 

mood. This auxiliary verb is again - bile , e . g. 

ke bua maaka , e/ke-bi le 

aux. predicative 

ke - le~odu , 
identifyin~ copulative 
complement 
(indicative mood) 

structurally compounded predicate 

(I tell lies, fo r that matter I am also a thief) 

Ba- itlhaganetse, e/ ba- b i l e 

aux. predicative 

ba- ,aufi. 
descriptive copulative 
complement 
(indicative mo0d) 

structurally compounded predicate 

(They have hurri ed up, for tha t matter they are near) 

It should be noted that the auxiliary verbs which indicate 

negati on do not combine with copulative complements. 

Ph onological characteristics 

2 .5.1 The majority of the auxiliary verbs in Tswana have 

defective sound forms; i.e . they show final vowel phoneme 

segments other than the usual -a of finite verbs, e.g. 

- ke _, -no _, 
-bo - mme -ke. _, _, -
2.5.2 With the exception of - j afile , which has three 

syllables the auxiliary verbs are mono-syllabic and at 

mos t show two s yllables , ( i .e. the y are either mono

syllabic or di- syllabic), e.g. mono-syllabic auxiliary 
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verbs are: -ka, -ke, - ba , -bo, - be , -na, -ne, -no, -ne, 

- tie , 

Di-syllabic auxiliary verbs are: 

- ise (i-se) -bo io (bo-7,o) 

-ke te (ke - te) -bi 7-e (bi-7,e) 

- bisa (bi -sa) - ki 7,e (ki-7,e) 

- mpa (m-pa) -mme (m-me) 

- nta (n - ta) -kit7,a (ki-t7-a) 

2.5.3 Th e toneme pattern appears to be low on mono-

s yllabic auxiliary verbs and either low-low or high-high 

on di-syllabic auxiliary verbs. The toneme pattern of 

auxil i ary verbs seems to be unaffected by the toneme 

pattern of the SC which are prefixed to them. This 

phenomenon can be i llustrated by compounded predicates in 

the infinitive mode: 

- ise : 

-kete: 

-bisa : 

- ,Ha: 
- boio: 

- b£7-e: 

-k1',7,e: 

Ga go- ise go- tsamaiwe. 

Go-kete go - a - rona, 

Go-b£sa go dupeieia go - a-bol,aya, 

Go-ka-mpa ga- tsamaiwa. 

Go-nta go-nna bol,elo, 

Ga go-a-bol,o go- tlhabanwa . 

Go-bile go-bat7-ilwa bopaki, 

Go- kile ga- tla-maphodisa mono, 

- kitZa: Ga go - kitla go- nna jalo. 

A summary of the characteristics of auxiliary verbs 

2. 6. I Morphological characteristics 

In principle the auxiliary verbs usually require 

SC in order to form predicatives, 

They may , however, dispense with the SC in their 

form as predicatives. This morphological characteristic 

is particularly noticeable in the spoken language and 

occurs to a l esser degree in the written language. 

Other elements can be prefixed or suffixed in the 

m0rphological constructions of the auxiliary verbs as 
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predicatives, e.g. the relative suffix -ng, and the modal 

formatives such as ga-, -sa-/-se-, -tla-, - ka-, 

-a- . 

The above morphological characteristic of auxiliary 

verbs indicate clearly that these verbal forms are root 

morphemes . As root morphemes, the auxiliary verbs do not 

allow insertion or substitution into their form of any 

morpheme. Morphemes can only be added to the auxiliary 

verbs to form auxiliary predicatives. 

The morphological char acteristics of auxiliary 

verbs show that these verbal forms conform partially to 

the morphological characteristics of finite verbs. 

2.6.2 Semological characteristics 

The function or share 0f the auxiliary verbs in 

the process of communication i s to add notions of time, 

modal implications and other modifications to the finite 

predicatives with which they constitute compounded pre

dicates. They are thus non-verbal in respect of their 

referent. 

2.6.3 Syntactical characteristics 

The auxiliary verbs in their predicative forms 

always precede the finite predicatives in compounded 

predicates. This sequence is not changeable. In principle 

the auxiliary predicatives require complements in order to 

form predicates . They may, however, conditionally do 

without the complements. 

It is common fo r more than one auxiliary verb to 

be used in one and the same compounded predicate. This is 

possible because each auxiliary verb in such a c0mpounded 

predicate would add a distinct modal implication or time 

to the finite predicative . 

In their syntactical order, the auxiliary verbs 

show a preferential order of auxiliary verbs indicating 
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time followed by modal auxiliary verbs. The varieties of 

the latter kind further show a preferential syntactical 

order of 

( i) 

(ii) 

( iii) 

(iv) 

co-ordi nation, 

negation, 

potentiality and 

impatience or surprise. 

The auxi liary predicatives may be employed alone 

without complementary finite predicatives with which they 

usually form compounded predicates. In this syntactical 

usage, they are elliptical fragments of complete predicates 

whose compl.ementary finite predicatives are taken for 

granted. Furthermore, they are imperative in significance 

and interjective in function. 

The auxiliary predicatives may be separated from 

their complementary finite predicatives by the intervention 

of words, especially adverbs and deficient predicatives. 

This phenomenon of the auxiliary predicatives implies that 

they show on l y a loose connection with their complements. 

2.6.4 Phon o l ogical characteristics 

Mo s t of the auxiliary verbs in Tswana have defec

t i ve s ound forms i n t hat they terminate in vowels other 

than the us ual - a of finite verbs. 

Except for - jafi le which has three syllables, the 

auxiliary verbs usually show one or two syllables in their 

sound forms . 

The toneme pattern seems to be inherently low on 

mono-syll a b ic a uxi liary verbs, and either low-low or high

high on d i - syllabic a uxiliary verbs. This phonological 

cha r act eristi c i s borne out by the fact that the toneme 

pattern of a uxiliary verbs is unaffected by the various 

tones of t hei r SC. 



3.1.1 

CHAPTER 3 

THE NATURE OR CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 
SECONDARILY NON-FINITE OR DEFICIENT 
VERBS 

Deficient verbs u sually present difficulties in 

translati ons. These difficulties a r e experienced particular

ly by people who study Tswana a s a second language. In the 

example Bana ba- setse kwa gae (Chi ldr en have remained at 

home ) , ba-setse i s used f inite l y with the meaning 'have 

remained' . But to t rans l a t e it as s t ill meaning 'have 

r emained' in the e xample Bana ba- se t se ba- fitZ hi Ze kwa gae 

would be erroneous . 'The chi l dren have remained have 

arrived at home' as literal translati on of the above example 

would be non-sens i cal . Thi s type of translation would be 

noti ced in people who do not unde r sta nd that finite verbs 

can change their usual function and become modifiers. The 

cor rect trans l a tion of the ab ov e s entence is 'The children 

have already arr i ved a t home ' . Thi s phenomenon about the 

verb - setse s hows that v e r bs can be used either finitely 

or non-finitely wi th a defi c ient function . It follows from 

this that special c a r e s ho uld be taken in translating verbs 

as they do not alway s c onve y the s ame meaning. Their 

meaning depends on t h e c on t e xt i n which they are used as 

can be not ed from t he f o llowing e xamples: 

- b~tZiZe (fini te ) : Yo mongwe o- batZi Ze di kgomo . 

(The other one looked f or cattle) 

- batlile (deficien t): Yo mongwe o-batlile a- nna mo l ee l e. 

(The o t her o ne i s nea r ly tall ) 

- ZaZa (finite ) : Ke - t Z~ - Za Za mo g ae, 

(I will s l eep at home ) 

- l aZa (defi cient) : Ke - tZa- Za Za k e - ithuta . 

(I will s t udy t h e whole night through) 

From the examples noted in the previous paragraph, 

it becomes obv ious that c ontext, more than anything else, 

distinguishes the defi cient v e r bs from the finite verbs. 

In other words, cont e xt serves as the determi nant of the 

aifferences in meani ng b etween t he deficient verbs and the 
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finite verbs. This fact will become clearer later in the 

discussion. The basic distinction between deficient verbs 

and finite verbs, as noted from the few examples in the 

previous paragraph, is that the former are non-verbal in 

function whereas the latter are verbal. In the next 

paragraph more examples of verbs which can be used deficient

ly will be given . Their finite verbal referents will be 

indicated f irst. 

3. 1. 2 

verb stems (finite ) verbal 
referent 

- s aZa 

- s etse 

- tZhoZa 

- tZ ho ts e 

- t ZhoZe 

- t s oga 

- t s ogiZe 

- a g a 

- agiZe 

- tZoga 

- t Zo gi Ze 

- nama 

- namiZe 

- ZaZa 

- 7,e ts e 

- batZa 

remain or stay behind 

hav e remained or 
stay ed behind 

s tay or spend a day 

have stayed or spend 
a day 

do not stay or spend 
a day 

wake up, or rise 

have woken up or 
risen 

bui ld 

have build 

move away or depart 

have moved away or 
departed 

stret ch 

have str etched 

sleep 

have slept 

want , look for, desire 

(non-finite) non-verbal 
or deficient referent 

meanwhile or in the 
meantime, 

already. 

usually or the whole 
day through, 

the whole day that 
has passed, 

no longer, 

in the morning, usually 
the next morning, 

in the morning, usually 
the previous mornin~ 

usua lly or o ften. 

have usually or often. 

p resently , after a 
while or shortly after
wards, 

shortly afterwards or 
after a while. 

actually, really or 
after all• 

have actually or really• 

the whole of the night 
which is not completed• 

the whole of the com
pleted or previous. 
night , 

nearly or a lmost on the 
point of, but never 
q uite doing4 



verb stems (finite) v e rbal 
referent 

- rata want, look for, desire 

-s enka want, look for, desire 

-batlile 

-ratile 

-senkile 

-fe la 

-fitlhe l0. 

- tsamaya 

- t shwane la 

- t shwanetse 

-tswa 

-re 

- rile 

s e-na 

-tie 

-nna 

- nnile 

-n tse 

- nne 

-dik0. 

-dikile 

- feta 

-fetile 

have wanted, looked 
desired 

have wanted, looked 
desired 

have wanted, looked 
desired 

expire or come to an 
end 

arrive at 

go, or walk away 

be fitt i ng or 
appropriat e, suit 

for, 

for, 

for, 

have befitted or suited 

go out 

say 

have sai d 

do not have 

come 

sit down or stay 

hav e sat down 

hav e sat down 

sit down or stay 

fight someone in a 
group 

have fought someone 
in a group 

go past 

have gone past 
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(non-finite) non-verbal 
or deficient referent 

nearly or almost or on 
the point of, but never 
quite doing. 

nearly or almost or on 
the point of, but never 
quite doing. 

have nearly or almost 
but never quite doing. 

have nearly or almost 
but never quite doin~ 

have nearly or almost 
but never quite doing. 

constantly, always or 
continually. 

until • 

until, 

should or 0ught. 

should or ought. 

for that matter or 
reason. 

when, if or as it 
happens. 

when, if or as it 
happens, 

after or when. 

and then, subsequently. 

continue to do or may 
as well or gradually, 

have continued to do 
or gradually, 

have continued to do 
or gradually, 

occasionally, usually 
or customarily, 

during this year. 

during the previous 
year, 

and then , 

have then, 
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The above deficient verbs can be illustrated in 

sentences as follows: 

- batla: Ke-n; ka - batla @dk.e - wela mo nokeng. 

(I nearly fell into a river) 

- batlile: Yo mongwe o - batlile a-nna moleele. 

(Mokoma-ditlhare, p.2) 

-nama: 

(The other one is nearly/ almost tall) 

Jaanong ke - tla - nama ke -sa-tlhetse malatsinyana. 

(Bogosi-Kupe, p.31) 

(Now I will actually be staying a few days) 

- namile: Re - namile ra- tsamaya le bona. 

(Shortly thereafter we left with them) 

-lala: Ke-ne ke-tla-lala ke fetile. (Bogosi-Kupe, p.31) 

(I was going past tonight) 

- letse: Ba-letse ba- gorogile. 

(They have arrived the prev ious night) 

-re: E-re re - swa re-be re-jele monate otlhe. 

(Motimedi, p.60) 

(When we die we should have had all the enjoyment) 

-rile : E-rile ka ke - ne ke -sa - dire ... (Motimedi, p.16) 

(As it happened/Because I was not working) 

-sala: Ke-tla - sala ke-gotsa molelo . 

(In the meantime, I will prepare fire) 

- setse: Le b orangwane ta-setse ba- mphetoletse diteme. 

(Motswasele, p.44) 

(And my uncl es have already turned against me) 

-t lhola: Tumelo a-s e - ka a -t lhola a - botsa sepe. 

(Motimedi, p.11) 

(Turnelo no longer asked anything) 

Tumelo o-tlhola a - botsa bana dipotso. 

(Tumelo usually askS children questions or, 

Tumelo askschildren questions the whole day) 

- tlhole: Tumelo ga a - tlhole a - botsa bana dipotso. 

(Tumelo no longer asks children questi0ns or, 

Turnelo does not ask children questions the whole day) 

- tlhotse: Re-tlhotse re - bogetse motshameko . 

(We have witnessed a match the whole day) 



- tloga: 
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6- tla-tloga o-tshwanela go ya go batla beno 

(Motimedi , p .72) 

(You wi ll s oo n be oblige d t o go and look for your 

people ) 

- tl0gile: Ba- tlogile ba- tsamaya ba-sa-laela. 

(Shortly aft e rwards, they l eft without saying 

good-by e ) 

- tsoga: Ke - tla- tsoga ke-ya kwa morakeng, 

( I will g o to the cattle-post t he fo llowing morning) 

-tsogile: Ba-tsogile ba-iZe kwa morakeng. 

(They hav e gone to the cattle post in the pre

vious morn i ng ) 

0 - na a - aga a-ya ka kwa ZeZapeng Za mogogi. 

(Motimedi, p.41) 

(He usually went to the Stewa r t's family ) 

-agile: Re - agile re-ba-bona ba-feta fano. 

(We hav e u s ua l ly s e en them go past here) 

-tshwaneZa: Ga ba- a-tshwaneZa go tshaba. 

(They ought/ s uppose not to r un away) 

-tshwanetse: Ba-tshwanetse ea-diragat s a taolo yame, 

(Mo tswasede, p.26) 

(Th e y ought/suppose to carry out my command) 

-feta: Ke - n~ ka-ya gae, ka-feta ka itsese batsadi. 

( I we nt home, and then infor med my par ents) 

- fetiZe: Ba - fetiZe ba- eega dikgang. 

(Th e y then reported news) 

- dika: Pula e - tla-dika e-neZe. 

(The r ain will fall this year ) 

-dikiZe: PuZa e - dikiZe e-neZe . 

(The r a in h a s f allen the previous year) 

(a ) Morphol ogi ca l characteristics 

3.2.1 The defici e nt verbs also r equi re SC to form pre-

d i c atives . Thes e SC are usually b o und to the class to 

whic h t he noun sub jects belong, and the y can never be left 

out of t he deficient predicatives, Th e followi ng examples 

will i l l ustrate: 
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-ba tZa: O-ne a - batZa go-wa mo setZhareng . 

(He nearly fell from a tree) 

-batZiZe : O- batZiZe g0 - wa mo setZhareng. 

(He nearly fell from a tree) 

- ZaZa: Gompieno ke-t Za - ZaZa ke - robetse boroko. 

(Marara, p.16) 
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(Today I will sleep well the night through) 

-Ze tse: Morub i si o- Zet se o- ZeZa bosigo. 

(The owl was crying throughout the night) 

-t Zhola: Mmaa gwe o-ne a-tZhoZa a- mo -kgaZemeZa. 

(His mother usually warned him) 

-t Zhot se : Banna ba-tZhotse ba- nwa bojaZwa . 

(Men drank liquor the whole day through) 

-tsoga: Ke-tla-tsoea ke -go-boela mo LefetZhong. 

(Marara, p.7) 

(I will escor t you up to Lefetlhong tomorrow 

morning) 

- tsogile: Ke - ts0giZe ke-mmone kwa sekoZong. 

(I saw him at school t his morning) 

-saZa : Ba-tZa-sala ba- fepa dikgomo. 

(They shall feed the cattle in the meantime) 

-setse: (Motimedi) a- bo a-setse a-eme ka dinao. 

- tswa: 

- ile: 

(Motimedi was already on his feet) 

O-tswa o- tshaba bankane bagago. 

(As it is or for that matter, you are afraid of 
your equals) 

Setshwantsh o se-iZe sa- dira MolatZhegi peZokgale, 

(Thereupon the picture made Molatlhegi very brave) 

This morphological feature of deficient verbs can 

also be noted from the examples in sentences given in 

paragraph 3.l o2 . 

Additional morphemes in the defi cient predicative forms 

The followin~ a r e morphemes which can be added to 

the defici ent predicatives: 

3 .2. 2 The modal morpheme -t Za-: This morpheme which 
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e xpresses an int ention can be inserted between the SC and 

the deficient v e r b. The deficient verbs which include this 

morpheme in t heir predicatives end with the suffix - a and 

n e ver with - iZe , e . g . 

- ZaZa: Ke - n: ke - tZa- ZaZa ke - fetiZe. (Bogosi-Kupe, p.31) 

( I would proceed on my journey tonight) 

- nama: Ke - tZa- nama ke - sa- tZhotse maZats inyana . 

(Bog o s i -Kupe , p.31) 

(I will j ust spend some few day s) 

- tsoga : 0- tZa- tsoga a t s ena mo gae ka mo s o . 

(Mokomedi , p . 17 ) 

(He wi l l arriv e at home tomorrow morning) 

- nna: Ke - tZa - nna ke - go- bitsa ke - re Mokomadi tZhare. 

(Mok oma -ditlhare , p.104) 

(I will conti nue calling you Mokomaditlhare) 

- tZoga: 0-tZa- tZoga o- tshwaneZa go- ya go - batZa be no . 

(Mot im, p . 72) 
, 

(You will soon b e obliged to go and call your 

peopl e) 

- tsoga : Ke-tZa-tsoga ke - go - boeZa mo LefetZhong. 

(Marara, p.7) 

(I will escor t y ou to Lefetlhong tomorrow morning) 

-saZa: Re-tZa- saZa re-Zema ma s imo. 

(We will in the meantime plough the fields) 

-tZhoZa: Ke-tZa tZhoZ~ ke - Zema mas im0. 

- re: 

-dika: 

- tswa: 

(I will plough the fields the whole day ) 

E- tZa-re re-re ke dipit s e ~ re - bone ka mebaZa . 

(We will beli e v e what we are told when we see 

t he truth) 

0- tZa - aga o- ZetiZe maZats i o t Zhe . 

(You wil l h a ve to wa i t all the time) 

Ke-tZa- feta ke - ba - begeZa dikgang. 

( I wil l report the news to them on arrival) 

Re-tZa- dika re-boZaiZe mabeZe. 

(We s hall h av e good harve s t this year) 

0- tZa-tswa o- ipakantse nako tsotZhe . 

(You will in the meantime be preparing yourself 

a t a l l times) 
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3.2.3 The modal morpheme -ka-

The potential modal formative -ka- can also be 

added to the defici ent predicative forms, e.g. 

- tZhoZa: BosuZa e - ka- tZhoZa e-le bofe , ga bo- a-s iama. 

(Mokoma-ditlhare, p.19) 

- lala: ..• dipelo di-ka-lala di - sa- robala. 

(Mokoma-ditlhare, p.44) 

- tloga: (Dinamane) di - ka-tloga tsa-ya go-rakana Ze dikgomo. 

(Mokoma-ditlhare, p.12) 

- nama: Ke - ka-nama ke-tlhotse mono. 

- sala : Bana ba- ka - sala ba-utswa maungo. 

-t lhola : Re - ka- tlhola re-Zema masimo . 

-ts0ga: 

- aga : 

- &ta: 

- dika: 

- tswa: 

- re: 

- batZa: 

3.2.4 

Ba- ka- tsoga ba-bona metlhoZo. 

Ba- ka- aga ba-re-seba mo mebileng. 

Re - ka- feta ra-le-otla fa re - boa. 

Lefatshe Ze - ka- dika le -eme ka dinao. 

Di- ka-tswa di - eme ka dijoko. 

E- ka- re ke-Ze-bitsa, Za- gana. 

(A) Ngwana a-ka-batla a-weZwa ke Zetlapa , Zo na 
le - tshameka. 

The modal morpheme - sa- or - se -

The modal morpheme -sa - or - se- which is indicative 

of ne~ati on can also be inserted in the deficient predic

atives. The deficient verb stems terminate in the negative 

suffix - e which is con comitant with the negative modal 

morpheme - sa- or -se- . The following examples will 

illustrate this feature: 

- tlhoZe: TZaZa e-a-wa, ge/fa batho ba-sa- tZhole ba - lema . 

-Zale : DipeZo d i - a-robala, ge/fa di - sa- lale di-uba ka 
botlhoko . 

- tloge : Pula e - ka - na, ge/fa e-sa-tloge e-phatZhaZatswa ke 
phefo. 

-sale: Bana ba-siame, ge/fa ba- sa- sale ba - utswa maungo . 

-fete: Re - ka - itlhaganela , ge/fa re - sa - fete re - diega kwa 
sekoZong. 

- dike : Re-tla-welwa ke leuba , ge/fa re -sa - dike re -ra peZa . 

- tswe: Ba- tla- si iwa ke nako , ge/fa ba- sa- tswe ba- eme ka 
dinao. 
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-~: 
- name: 

Kutiwano ke maatia, ge/fa e-sa-age e-senngwa. 

Re-tia-weiwa ke m0lato, ge/fa re-sa-name re-ipueieia. 

The negative modal formative -sa- changes to -se

when it is preceded by other modal formatives, usually 

- ka- , e . g. 

Batho ba - ka -se - tlhole ba- iema ma s imo . 

Dikgomo di - ka-se-dike di - bopame ka gonne pu la e-a-na. 

Re-ka-se-iaie re-tlhoregiZe boroko ka ntata ya- bona. 

Pu la e - ka-se - tloge e- na go -se-na maru. 

Basetsana ba-ka- se-saie ba-set ia mabele, 

Ba-ka-se-name ba-re - itatoia ba-ntse ba-re-itse. 

Re-ka-se-tsoge re -ya masimong ka gonne puia e - a- na. 

Kgosi e - ka-se-age e- duedisa batho lekgetho mme e -sa-ba-direie 
sepe. 

Basimane ba- ka-se -fete ba-tiaieana kwa gae. 

Bana ba-ka-se-tswe ba- ipaakantse ba-sa-iaelwa ke ope . 

3.2.5 The modal morpheme - a -

The modal morpheme - a - which indicates the in

definite is never used with the deficient ~redicatives. 

The deficient predicatives, therefore, show the short forms 

only. The e xamples, Yo mongwe o-a-bat lile a-nna moleele 

and Ba- a- tlhola ba-iema masimo, do not exist in Tswana. 

3.2.6 The relativ e suffix - n~ 

The deficient verbs also employ the relative suffix 

-ng in their forms. This suffix is usually taken by the 

finite verbs . The finite verbs loose it to the deficient 

verbs in compounded predicates, e.g. 

-tlho lang: Batho ba ba-t lhelang ba- iema , ba-bona dijo. 

- tlhotseng: Batho ba ba- tlhotseng ba- lema , ha-bona dijo, 

-iaiang: Ngwana yo o- iaiang a-sa- robala, o-robala motshegare. 

- iet s eng: Ngwana yo o- letseng a-sa-robala, o-robetse jaanong. 

- tlogang: Dikgomo tse di - tlogang di -boioia, di -ya masimong. 

-tlogileng: Dikgomo tse di - tlogileng tsa-goroga, ke tsa 
kgosi. 

- agang: M0rut i yo o- awang a- re - rereia , o-tsamaile. 
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- agileng: Moruti yo o - agileng a-re - rerela , o -bua nnete . 

-!!_£Zang: Moeimane yo o-ealang/ealeng a - tehaba, o -boile . 

-eeteeng: Bana ba ba - eetseng ba feditse, ba- a - tsamaya. 

- tsogang : Dikgomo tse di - tsogang di - lema , di - r0betse, 

- tsogileng : Dikgomo tse d i -tsogileng di - lema , di - robetse . 

- dikang: Banna ba ba-dikang ba-tlhabana, ba- a -tshepega . 

- dikilen g: Banna ba ba- dikileng ba- tlhabana , ba- a-tshepega . 

- namang: Kg0si e e - namang e - palelwa, e-a - makatsa. 

- namileng : Kg0si e e-namileng e - palelwa , e - a - makatsa. 

- batlang: Basimane ba ba- batlang ba-Zongwa ke noga, ba-tshogile, 

- batlileng : Bas imane ba ba- batlileng ba-Zongwa ke noga, 
ba-tshogile . 

- tshwanelang: Nna yo ke - tshwanelang go- bua , ke - a - bua. 

- tshwanetseng: Nna yo ke - tehwanetseng go - bua , ke - a - bua. 

-fetang: Mosimane yo o-fetang a-botea kwa gae, o - a- makats a. 

- fetileng: M0simane yo o - fet ileng a - botsa kwa gae, o - a -makatsa. 

Morphemes which can substitute the suffix - a of the 

deficient verb sterns 

3.2.7 The negative modal s uff i x - e 

The form of the deficient verb sterns shows the 

suffix - e in the negative. This negative modal suffix 

replaces the usual positive and imperfective modal suffix 

- a of deficient v erb sterns . The negative modal suffix -e 

is usually indicated by the form of the finite verb sterns 

in the finite predicatives . When the deficient predicatives 

are · used with finite predicatives in compounded predicates, 

the negative modal s uffix -e is shown in the deficient 

predicatives and not in the fini te predicatives, e.g. 

- tlhole: Batho ga ba- tlhole ba rapela Modimo een tle, 

- lale: Dipelo ga di-lale di - uba ka botlhoko. 

- tlofJ!!..J 

- tso~: 

- sale: 

Dikgomo ga di - tloge d i -bolotswa jaanong. 

Basimane ga ba - tsoge ba-pharama ka marago . 

Bana ga ba- sale ba- tshameka ka metsi. 

Dinku ga di - age di - sutlha Ze saka. 

Ga re - fete re-fe tela kwa nokeng. 



-dike: 

- tswe: 

- name : 
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Re - ka - se - dike re - bolaa ke tlala ka gonne pula 
e-a - na . 

Dikgomo ga d i - tewe di - fula letsatsi le-fiaa . 

A ga re - name ra-t la le dikgong kwa nageng? 

3 . 2.8 The aspectual (perfective) modal formatives - il- e 

The suffix - a which indicates the imperfective 

form of the deficient verb stems, can be replaced by the 

perfective modal suffixes - il- e , e.g. 

namile : Ba-namile ba- tsamaya mo mosong . 

dikile: Re- d i kile re - bolaile mabele. 

- tsogile: Ba-tsogile ba- ile mas imong. 

- batlile: Di kgomo di - batlile go- bolaa ke lesekere. 

- tlhotse : Re- tlhotse re-ithuta maboko ka tlhogo. 

There is for every imperfective deficient verb 

stem, a perfective counterpart. This can be noted in the 

list given in paragraph 3.1.2. 

3.2.9 The subjunctive suffix -e 
The deficient verb stems may take the suffix -e 

in the place o f - a. They appear in this form when the 

subordinate clause in which they occur, is in the subjunc

tive mood . It is wor th noting that the finite predicatives 

do not take this suffix -e as it i s usually the case. The 

suffix -e is shown by the deficient verbs instead, e . g. 

- Zale : 0 - nwa setlare, gore a - Zale a - robetse sen tle. 

- tlhole : Ba- tsoga phake l a , gore ba - tlhole ba - lema . 

- tsoge: 

- dike : 

- name: 

- fete: 

- tswe: 

3.2.10 

Re - n S ra- robala phakela, gore re - tsoge re-ya 
morakeng . 

Batho b a - rapela thata , gore pula e - dike e - na. 

Ke-n~ ka - i tlhagene la , gore ke - name ke - ikhuditse. 

Ma lome o- ne a - re - Zaya, gore re-age re - phedisana 
sentle . 

Ba- n~ ba-s iana, gore ba-fete b a-re - tima dijo. 

Ba-itsese, gore ba-tswe ba- i paakanya . 

The morphological characteristics noted above 

indicate clearly that deficient verbs are poly-morphemic 

words. The morphology of the deficient verbs consists of 
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a root plus one or two suffixes. This is not surprising 

because in principle their morphology agrees with that of 

finite verb sterns. However, of the verbal suffixes that 

the finite verbs take, the deficient verbs employ the 

perfective suffixes - il-e, the subjunctive suffix -e and 

the negative suffix - e only . 

Cb) Sernological characteristics 

3.3.1 The deficient verbs serve to describe or modify 

the finite predicatives in the predicates. Simply stated, 

the deficient verbs add to the finite complements, notions 

or implications that are descriptive. Referring to this 

sernological function of the defi cient verbs, some scholars 

in Bantu languages have defined the deficient verbs as 

words which have an adverbi al force. It must be pointed 

out clearly that deficient verbs do not signify time or 

tense, such as the past, present and future. They simply 

ind icate special descriptive implications or modifications 

of significance as d i stinct from or additonal to the tense 

factor. The following examples will illustrate the func

tional value of deficient verbs in communication: 

1. Re-t lhola re-aga ntlo ya Ma l ome . 

(We spend the whole day building my uncle's house or 

We build my uncle's house the whole day) 

2. Bagolo ba lala ba-bua le badimo. 

(The elders spend the whole night talking to the gods 

or, The elders talk to the gods the whole night) 

3. Bana ba -sala ba-tshameka ka metsi. 

(In the meantime children waste water) 

4. Bas imane ba-nama ba- tshaba maphodisa. 

(In no tirne/4ihort space of time the boys ran away 

from the police) 

5 . Re-ntse re -ba-eme l a . 

(We have for a ll this time been waiting for them) 

6 . Basimane ba-tla- tsoga ba-ya kwa morakeng . 

(The boys will go to t he cattle-post in the morning) 

- - - --------------
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The above examples show the deficient predicatives 

describing or modifying their finite complements as follows: 

Example 1. The deficient predicative re-tZhoZa describes 

the action or process signified by the finite 

complement re-again terms of the period of 

time, i . e. the whole day. The action or process 

of building i s described as taking place the 

whole day. 

Example 2. The deficient v erb - ZaZa in the predicative 

ba-ZaZa describes the process denoted by the 

finite complement ba-bua in respect of the 

period of time in the night. 

Example 3. The deficient verb -saZa in the predicative 

ba-saZa describes or modifies the process 

signi fied by the finite complement ba-tshameka 

in terms of time in between certain events 

(which are implied). 

Example 4. The deficient predicative ba-nama describes 

the finite complement ba- tshaba in terms of 

time which is shorto 

Example 5. The deficient predicative re-ntse describes or 

modifies the finite complement re-ba-emetse in 

respect of all the time up to when something 

(new) occurs. 

Example 6 . The deficient predicative ba-tZa-tsoga describes 

the finite complement ba-ya in terms of time 

in the morning when the process signified by 

the complement will be taking place. 

3.3.2 A clear indication of the descriptive or modifica-

tive function of deficient verbs is that they conform to 

the principle of substitution with adverbs of time. It is 

in context and not syntax, however, that deficient verbs 

substitute adverbs of time in sentences. The descriptive 

word-group bos i go botZhe in the example BagoZo ba- bua Ze 

badimo bosigo botZhe , can be replaced by the deficient 

predicative ba-ZaZa , thus BagoZo ba- ZaZa ba-bua Ze badimo. 
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These two sentences convey exactly the same meaning with 

the descriptive word-group bosigo botlhe and the deficient 

predicative ba- iaia describing or modifying the finite 

predicative ba-b ua in respect of the period which lasts the 

whole night. Simi larly, the descriptive word-group 

motshegare otlhe in the sentence Re-aga ntlo ya malome 

motshegare otlhe, can be substituted by the deficient 

predicative re- tlhola , thus Re-tlhola re-aga ntlo ya malome, 

The descriptive word-group motshegare otlhe and the de

ficient predicative re - tlhola describe the finite predica

tive re-again terms of the period of time which is the 

whole day, i.e. from sunrise to sunset. There is thus no 

need to use both the deficient predicative and the descrip

tive word or word-group in the same sentence. 

For thi s reason deficient predicatives may also 

be called adverbs or descriptives. Cole has also noted 

this tendency of using both the deficient predicatives and 

their equivalent descriptive words or word-groups in the 

same sentences, and he comments that: " .•. the use of the 

temporal adverbs gompieno (today) and maabane (yesterday) 

is unnecessary in such constructions, and would be tautolo

gical. Nevertheless, they are often so used, e.g. Ke - Zetse 
1 ke - mmonye maabane ". 

3.3.3 The special descriptive or modifying function per-

formed by deficient verbs refersto the period of time in 

which the process o r acti on signified by the finite com

plement is said to be taking place or having taken place. 

The period of time signified by deficient verbs stretches 

within certai n limits . This period has, therefore, a 

beginning and an end. In the example Banna ba-tlhotse 

ba- tsoma tau kwa nageng (Men have been hunting for a lion 

in the forest all the day ) , the deficient predicative 

ba- tlhotse denotes a period of time which comprises the 

whole day. In Tswana this period is usually from sunrise 

to sunset. The example NgWQna o- Zala a-Zela, shows the 

1. Cole: op.cit ., p . 298. 
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deficient predicative o- Za Za whi ch s i gnifies the period 

of time in the night . Thi s period is usually from sunset 

to sunrise. The deficient predi cative b a - t Za - tsoga in the 

sentence Ba - tZa- t soga b a -ya gae (They will go home tomorrow 

morning ) , refers to a period i n t he morning, say between 

sunrise and ten o'clock. The deficient predicatives as 

noted above describe their f i n ite complements in respect 

of the periods they signify . 

3.3 . 4 The deficient predicatives also signify aspects, 

i . e. perfective and i mperfec tive, i n their semological 

function of describing the f i n ite complements . As in

dicated already in the prev ious par agraph, the span or 

period of time signified b y the deficient verbs has limits, 

i . e. a beginning and an end. Thi s particular period of 

time referred to by the deficien t predicatives can there

fore be in a state of continui ng ( imperfe ctive) or in a 

s tate of completion (perfective ) . The p e riod is sa i d to 

be in an i ncompleted stat e when it i s still on , i.e. between 

the two limits o Once t he period r eaches the f inal limit, 

it becomes completed, i. e . perfect i v e . Aspects as i ndicated 

by deficient predicati ves agr ee wi ~h aspects as denoted by 

finite verbs in predi cates . The defici ent predicative and 

its f inite complement can both be in the imperfective state, 

e . g . Bag olo ba- Zala ba - Zora badimo . They can also be in 

the perfect i ve state when bot h t he period signified by the 

deficient predi cat ive a nd the p r ocess or action signified 

by i ts finite complement a r e compl e t ed, e.g. Ba- t lhotse 

ba- Zemile diakere tse pedi (They have ploughed two acres 

by the end of the day). The period of time signified by 

the deficient predicat i ve c an, however , be i n a state of 

completion when t he action o r p rocess signified by the 

finite complement i s in t he imper fective state, e . g. 

Ba-t Zho tse b a - Zema ma s i mo (They ploughed the fields the 

whole day (which is compl e t ed) through) . In this case, 

the incompleted process or actio n has the prospect of being 

continued in the next per iod . Aspects as explained above 
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can be illustrated as follows: 

(i) The deficient predicative and its finite 

complement both in the imperfective 

B 
(sunset) f--~~=:~:~-~~===~~-=-=ncomplete) I (sunrise) 

ba- Zora 
(process or action - incomplete) 

Here the process and the period in which it takes 

place are incomplete. They are both in progress towards 

the final - limit B. 

(ii) The deficient predicative and its finite 

complement both in the perfective 

(sunset) 
A ba-tZhotse (period - completed) B 
r - ----------------------------------1(sunrise) 

ba-ZemiZe 
(process or action - completed) 

Here both the process and the period in which it 

takes place are completed. They have attained the final 

limit B. 

(iii) The deficient predicative in the perfective, its 

finite complement in the imperfective 

A Ba- tlhotse (period - completed) B 
(sunset) r------------------------------------,(sunrise) 

ba- Zema 
(process or action - incomplete) 

The above illustrations show the limits for the 

particular p e riods signified by the deficient . predicatives 

and the process or action signified by the finite comple

ments. Vertical line (A) is for the beginning or initial 

limit and vertical line (B) is for the end or final limit. 

The horizontal line joining lines (A) and (B) indicates 

the stretch of the period and process from where they start 

to where they end. 

3.3.5 It should be emphasised that the imperfective and 
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perfec t i ve forms of bot h defi c i ent verbs and the finite 

ver bs are not i ndicative o f tense, present and past respec

t ively as most scholars i n Bantu languages have often 

main tai ned . T.M. H. Endemann has aptly dealt with this 

mat ter i n his a r t i cle ' n VoorZopige ondersoek na aspekver

s kynseZ s in Noord- Sotho. Hi s find i ng is that 'aspect' 

functions separately and i ndependently of tense or time, 

The peri od o r dur ati on of t i me s i gni f i ed by the deficient 

ve r bs may e i ther be in an incompleted or completed state 

but t his has not h i ng t o do with t ense or time. The fact 

i s that the peri od denoted by t h e deficient verbs (in both 

incompleted and complet ed states ) may be in the present, 

past and future with these t h r ee main tenses shown by 

separate elements . The examples below will illustrate: 

(a ) Defi c i ent verbs i n the perfective in all three 

tenses 

Present: 

Ba- setse ba- tsamaiZe . 

(They hav e already l eft) 

Past: 

Ba- ne ba- setse ba- tsamaiZe . 

(They had already left ) 

Futu re: 

Ba- tZabo ba- setse ba - tsamaiZe. 

(They will have a l ready left) 

(b ) 

Present: 

Defi c i ent v e r bs in the i mperfective in all three 

tenses 

Ba- saZa ba- tsamaya. 

(In the meanti me t hey go awa y ) 

The period r eferr ed to by the deficient predicative, 

i oe . ba- s a Za , and the p r oc ess t hat takes place in it, i.e. 

ba- tsamaya a r e both i n t h e incompl e t ed state in the present. 



Past: 

Ba- ne ba- sala ba - tsamaya. 

(In the meantime they went 

The process referred to by ba- tsamaya and the 

period in which it takes place, i.e. ba - sala are in an 

incompleted state in the past . 

Future: 

Ba-tla-sala ba- tsamaya. 

(They will in the meantime go away) 

The process referr ed to by ba- tsamaya and the 

period in which it takes place are in an incompleted state 

in the future . 

( c) 

3 .4 . 1 

Syntactical characteri stics 

The deficient verb precedes the finite verb in a 

compound predicate . Thi s syntactical order is unchange

able . These two verbs , each in i ts predicative form, 

constitute one syntactical unit. Examples are: 

A-bolela fa go-se kgomo e - ka - latlhegang fa a -setse a-di - setse 

morago. (Kokets oki tso ya Lefatshe p. 36) 

Ba- thoba jaaka basimane ba- tlhola ba- dira. (Koketsokitso ya 

Lefatshe, p . 37) 

Ke - a - belaela r>e - tloga r-e - tshwar>wa. (Mokoma-ditlhare, p.5) 

... 0 - tla- tsoga a - tsena mogae ka moso . (Mokoma-ditlhare, p.17) 

Goitsemang a - lala a - tlhobaetse bosigo jotlhe. 

(Mokoma-ditlhare, p . 17) 

0-tota o- itlhaganetse e - le tota. (Marara, p.40) 

Fa go-n o go - ntse jalo> o-ka - bo a - go- kwaletse jaaka a -aga 

a - dira . (Marar a, p . 40) 

0 - tlhwa a - utlwa ka ho- Township> bo- Newalar>e > le y ona 

tumagole Pi dibidi . (Mot i medi , p . 61) 

3.4 . 2 Another s y n t acti cal characteristic of deficient 

predicatives follows from what has been said above. It is 

a characteristi c syntacti ca l feature of these predicatives 

that they require a finite complement which can never be 
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left out . Should the finite complement be excluded from 

such predicates , t h e def icient predicatives revert to t heir 

finite use . Contex t, therefore, i s the main determinant 

of defici ent v e rbs . Compare the following examples with 

those in the prev ious paragraph : 3.4.1. 

A- boZeZa fa go- se kgomo e - ka - ZatZhegang fa a-setse ( morago). 

Ba- thoba jaaka basimane ba- tZhoZa. 

Ke - a - beZaeZa re - tZoga (jaanong). 

0 - tla- tsoga mo gae ka moso. 

Goitsemang a - ZaZa bosigo jotZhe. 

0- tota boammaruri mo matZhong • 

... Jaaka a - aga (ntZo). 

0 - tZhwa mo gae . 

3 .4. 3 In princip l e only one deficient predicative may 

be used i n a compo unded p redicate , e.g . 

0 - tia- dira Ze wena o- ntse o- ikgopotse. (Motswasele, p. 3) 

Le borangwane ba- setse ba- mphetoZets e diteme . (Motswasele, 

p. 44) 

Ba- tshwanetse ba- diragat s a taoZo yame , (Motswasele, p.26 ) 

Setshwantsho se- iZe sa- dira MoZatZhegi peZokgaZe . 

(Motime di , p . 18) 

Mme a - aga a- ikana. (Marara, p. l) 

... Go- twe ke - tlhote ke - tweta mor iti l e kgantlapane? 

(Marara , p . 41) 

3 . 4 .4 It i s also a c haracteristic s y ntactical feature 

of defi c i e nt predicatives t hat they cannot be separated 

from their f inite c omp lements by any intervening word . 

They f o rm a much more c ompact unit wi th their complements 

than a uxiliary verbs . 

The above syntactical feature of deficient pre

d icatives be come s clearer when they are used together with 

a u xiliary predicati ves i n t he same compounded predicate . 

In a c ompound p r edica te consisting of auxiliary predicative, 

defici e n t predi cative an& fini te predicative, the deficient 

predicative occurs closest t o the finite predicative. In 
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other words the deficient predicative allows no intervening 

word, not even the auxiliary predicatives, between it and 

the finite complement. Consider the following examples: 

Re-ka- bo re-setse re-tshwerwe. (Mokoma-ditlhare, p.23) 

(but not: Re-setse re-ka-bo re-tshwere) 

0 -ne a-setse a-lemogile . (Mokoma-ditlhare, p.24) 

(but not: A-setse o-ne a - lemogile) 

' Ga ba- ise ba-tlhole ba-tla'. (Mokoma-ditlhare, p.29) 

(but not: Ga ba-tlhole ba- ise ba-tla ) 

A-ba a - batla a-mo- hupetsa mowa. (Koketso kitso ya Lefatshe, 

p.7) (but not: a-batla a-ba a-mo-hupetsa mowa.) 

Ga a-kitla a-tlhola a-mo- kgona. (Marara, p.45) 

(but not: Ga a-tlhola a-kitla a-mo-kgona ) 

Tumelo a-se-ka a - tlhola a-botsa sepe . (Motimedi, p.11) 

(but not: Tumelo a-tlhola a-se-ka a - botsa sepe) 

The conjugation of the deficient verbs 

The deficient predicatives are subject to con

jugation whereby they may show the various moods and modal 

implications. The conjugation of the deficient predica

tives is shown by the various forms they take. 

(i) The subjunctive mood 

3 . 4.5 Deficient predicatives can occur in the subjunc-

tive mood and they are characterised by the terminative 

-e . It is interesting to note or observe that this ter

minative -e, usually shown by the finite predicative in 

the simple predicate, is shown by the deficient predicative 

only in the compounded predicate . In other words, the 

finite predicativ e in the compound predicate with the 

deficient predicative surrenders this terminative -e to 

the latter predicative form. Compare the following 

examples: 



Simple predicates 

gore ba- tsama! bosigo 

gore ba- di se bana 

gore ba-tlhobael! di kakanyo 

gore ba- rek!_ di aparo 

gore a- dise di nku 
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Compounded predicates 

gore ba-tlhole ba- tsamayf3_ bosigo 

gore ba- sale ba-di s£ bana 

gore ba- Zale ba-tZhobae Z£ • . . 

gore ba- name ba rek£ diaparo 

gore a- t soge a- dis:::. dinku 

(ii) 

3.4 . 6 

The imperat i ve mood 

Th e deficient predicatives may also occur in the 

imperativ e wi th or wi thout the SC. They show the ter

minative -e when they are used with the SC, e.g. 

6 tsamae 6- re - romela dijo ! 

6- tlhole 6- di ra t i ro ! 

o-sale 6- apaya bogobe! 

Ba- Zale b6- r obetse sent l e ! 

6- tsogl 6- y a kwa kgos i ng! 

The defic ient verb sterns occur in the nonderivative 

form (basic ) when used without the SC in the imperative 

mood, e.g . 

Tlhola o- di r a t i r o ! 

Sala o- apay a bogobe ! 

Feta o- u t lwa dik gang! 

(Do your work the whole day ) 

(Cook porridge in the meantime) 

(Listen t o the news by the wa y ) 

The deficient v erb sterns show t h e negati v e by 

means o f t he suffix - e . Thi s suffix which is usually 

carried b y the finite verb in the s i mple predicate, 

negative, i s t aken o ver b y the deficient verbs in the 

compounded p redicate, and we obtain a double negative, e . g. 

Negative of t h e simple 
predicate 

Batho ga ba- tsamae bosi go 

Basimane ga ba-dise dikgomo 

Basimane ga-ba- tshwenye 

Negativ e of the compounded 
predicate 

Batho ga ba- Zale ba t samaya bosigo 

Basimane ga ba- tlhole ba disa di kgomo 

Basi mane ga ba-age ba-t shwenya 
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Types of complements with which the deficient predicatives 

can combine in compounded predicates 

The deficient verbs group themselves well according 

to the type of complements with which they combine. In 

this respect the following classification of deficient 

verbs can be made: 

3.4.7 (i) Deficient verbs which combine with participial 

complements 

- baya/-baa: ke-baa ke - gaketogetwa mafoko a ga Sejo. 

(Motswasele, p.15) 

(I am now (on the spot) reminded of Sejo's words) 

-fe ta: Ba-feta ba-re - gopota. 

(They always think of us) 

-tata: Batho kana ba-ZaZa ba-sa-robaZa . (Motswasele, p,33) 

(People really do not sleep the whole night through) 

- Zetse : Morubisi o- Zetse 6-teta bos i go. 

(The owl hooted throughout last night) 

-nama: Jaanong ke - tta-nama ke-sa- tthotse maZatsinyana. 

(Now I shall be obliged to stay a few days longer) 

- nna: Ke - tZa- nna ke-go- bitsa ke-re MokomaditZhare. 
(Mokoma-ditlhare, p.104) 

-ntse: 
(I shall conti nue to call you Mokomaditlhare) 

Ga feta dikgwedi tse pedi Basetsaneng a-ntse 

a-robetse. (Marara, p.19) 

(Two months went past with Basetsaneng busy 

sleeping) 

-re: E-re re-swa re-be re-jete monate otZhe. 

(Motimedi, p . 60 ) 

- rile : 

-saZa: 

(When we die we should have enjoyed everything) 

E-a-re/ke-a-re ke-bua nae, a-didimaZe, 

(Whenever I speak to him he keeps quiet) 

E-riZe/0- riZe a- mpona, a- iphitZha. 

(When he saw me, he hid himself) 

MosadimogoZo a-saZa a-gakgametse. (Marara, p.19) 

(The grandmother remained/was in the meantime 

surprised) 
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Ke - tZa-saZa ke- robetse . 

(I shall remain/meanwhile sleeping/sleep) 

-setse: ..• a- bo a-setse a- eme ka dinao, (Motimedi, p.7) 

(He was already standing on his feet) 

Ke - ne ke - setse ke-Zema. 

(I was already ploughing) 

-tZhoZa: NtZo ya bojaZwa e-ne e-tZhoZa e-tZetse makau. 

(Mokoma-ditlhare, p.l) 

(The beer-hall was full of gentlemen throughout 

the day) 

-tZhotse: Re-tZhotse re- ageZa di kgomo Zesaka. 

(We built a kraal for the cattle the whole of 

today) 

- tZhoZe: Ga re-tZhoZe re-itshwenya ka bona. 

(We no longer bother ourselves about them) 

- tloga: 6- tla-tloga a-goroga . 

(He will soon/shortly afterwards arrive) 

0- tZoga 6-swaba. 

(You will soon regret) 

-tsoga: 6- tZa- tsoga a-ya kwa morakeng. 

(He will go to the cattle-post tomorrow morning) 

- tsogile: 6- tsogiZe a-iZe kwa morakeng . 

(He left for the cattle-post this previous morning) 

3.4.8 (ii) Deficient verbs which combine with subjunctive 

complements 

-fitZheZa/-tsamaya: 
Sala mono go- f i tZheZa/ go-tsamaya ke boe. 

(Remain here until I come back) 

Lo-se-ka Za tsamaya go-fi tZheZa/ go- tsamaya ke - Ze- bitse. 
(Do not go away until I call you) 

The deficient verb s -fitZheZa and - tsamaya which 

are undoubtedly synonyms appear to be the only two deficient 

verbs which take subjunctive complements without being in 

the subjunctive. Most of the other deficient verbs can, 

however, also be followed by subjunctive complements. But 
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this is possible only when the deficient verbs themselves 

are in the subjunctive, e.g. 

-tle: Ba bitse gore ba-tle ba-tsam~e. 

(Call them so that they may then go) 

3.4.9 (iii) Deficient verbs which combine with infinitive 

complements 

-batZile: Ke - batliZe go-tsamaya ke-re ga o-yo mo gae. 

(Marara, p.6) 

(I nearly went away thinking that you were not at 

home ) 

-batZa : Ke - ne ka - batla go- ikgaola monwana ka thipa. 

(I nearly cut off my finger with a knife) 

-ratile: 0-ratile go-bolawa ke tau. 

(He was nearly killed by a lion) 

-rata: 0 - kile a - rata go-bolawa ke tau. 

(He was once nearly killed by a lion) 

-senkiZe: 0 - senkile go-wela mo nokeng. 

(He nearly fell into a river) 

-s enka: 0-kile a - senka go-wela mo nokeng. 

(He once nearly fell into a river) 

-tshwanetse: Ba-tshwanetse go-diragatsa taolo ya me. 

(Motswasele, p.26) 

(They ought/should carry out my commands) 

-tshwaneZa: 0 -ne a- sa- tshwanela go-dira jalo. 

(He should not have done that) 

Alternatively, but infrequently, the participial 

may be used as complement to the above deficient verbs, 

e.g. 

- batlile: Ke-batliie ke-tsamaya ke -re ga o-yo mo gae. 

(I nearly went away thinking that you were not at 

home) .. ..,
-bat Za: Ke - ne ka- batla ke-ikgaola monwana ka thipa. 

(I nearly cut off my finger with a knife) 

-ratile: 0- ratile a-bolawa ke tau. 

(He was nearly killed by a lion) 
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- tshwanetse: Ba-tshwanetse ba-diragatsa taoto yame. 

(They should/ought to carry out my commands) 

- tshwaneta : 0-ne a-sa-tshwanela a- dira jato. 

(He should not have done that) 

The above deficient verbs are not the only verbs 

that can combine with infinitive complements. They are, 

however, the only deficient verbs which take infinitive 

complements without themselves being in the infinitive. 

Most of the other deficient verbs may also take infinitive 

complements provided they too are in the infinitive, e.g. 

Go-aga go- buiwa jato. 

(It is usually said in that way) 

-tthola: Go-tlhota go- letitwe moruti. 

(The minister i s being awaited the whole day 

through) 

- tthotse: Go-tlhotse go-fisa letsatsi. 

(The sun was shining throughout the day) 

- setse: Go- setse go- le bosigo. 

(It is already late) 

- ttoga: Go-tloga go-nna bosigo. 

(It will soon become late ) 

- tsoga: Go-tsoga go-na pula. 

(The r a in will fall tomorrow morning) 

- re: Go- re go-tsamaiwa, go- bo go-feditswe. 

(When it is time to leave , e verything should be 

completed) 

- Zetse : Go- tetse go-na puta. 

(The rain was falling the previous night) 

-fela : Go-fela go- ntse jalo. 

- nama: 

(It is always like that) 

A go- nama go- tsamaiwa go- sa- laelwa? 

(Is it jus t that people have left without saying 

good-bye?) 
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Phonological characteristics 

3.5.1 The deficient verbs usually show the final vowel 

phoneme -a in their sound forms. This is the sound form 

they also show when they are used as regular or finite 

verbs. The deficient verbs given in the provisional list 

indicate this feature clearly. 

3.5.2 Except for the mono-syllabic deficient verbs - re 

and -tswa, the deficient verbs are either di-syllabic or 

tri-syllabic, e.g. 

di-syllabic 

-sa ia 

-setse 

-t l,,hol,,a 

-t l,,hotse 

- tl,,hol,,e 

- iaia 

-7,,etse 

-fel,,a 

- nna 

- ntse 

- nne 

- dika 

tri-syllabic 

-tsamaya 

- fitl,,hel,,a 

-tshwane ia 

- tshwanetse 

- tsogil,,e 

-t l,,ogil,,e 

- bat 7,,i l,,e 

- ratil,,e 

- nni l,,e 

-senka 

( sa-7,,a) 

(se - tse) 

(t l,,ho-l,,a) 

(tl,,ho-tse) 

(tl,,ho- 7,,e) 

( ia- l,,a) 

(l,,e -tse) 

(fe -7,,a ) 

(n- na) 

(n- tse) 

( n-ne ) 

( di -ka ), 

(tsa-ma-ya) 

(fi - tl,,he-7,,a) 

(tshwa-ne-7,,a) 

( tshwa- ne-tse) 

(tso-gi - 7,,e) 

(tl,,o - gi-7,,e) 

(ba- tii~l,,e) 

(ra- ti- 7,,e) 

(n-ni-7,,e) 

(se-n-ka), 

3.5.3 The deficient verbs show a constant toneme pattern 
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of high-low i r r especti ve of t he toneme pattern of the SC 

att ached to them, e.g. 

Indicative mode 

- bay a: 
-fe za : 
- Za.Za : 
- nna: 

- nama : 

- saZa : 

- tZhoZa : 
- tZo ga: 

Ke ha.ya ke - gakoZogeZwa mafoko a ga Se jo. 
Ba- feZa ba-re- gopoZa . 

Batho kana ba.- ZaZa ba sa Za.Za. 

Ke - tZa- nna ke- go- bi tsa Mokomadi t Zhare. 

Jaanong ke- tla- nama ke- robe tse . 
MosadimogoZ o 6- saZa a.- gakgametse. 

NtZ o ya bojaZwa e- t ZhoZa e- tZets e batho. 
D{ - tZoga d{ - goroga. 

Infinitive mode 

b ., ' -E!31i.E:..: 

- Za.Za : 

- nna : 

- no.ma: 

- saZa : 

Go- baya go- re- gopotsa kwa Tshwane. 
(It r eminds us of Pretoria) 

Go- feZa go- di r agaZa jaZo . 
(It alwa y s happen s that way) 

Go- Zaza go- sa-roba Zwa mono. 

(People her e do not s l eep the night through) 

Go- nna go-na pula maZatsi otlhe . 
(The rain conti nues t o fa l l on all days) 

A go-no.ma ~o-di raga Za jaana . 

(It i s j ust t h at it happens this way) 

Go- sa l a go- batZiwa di kgomo. 

(The cattle a re i n the meantime looked for) 
- tZho Za: Go- tZho Za go- nna jaZo. 

(It i s always t ha t way) 

- tZoga : Go- tZoga go- nna bosi go. 
(I t wi ll s oon be lat e) 

A summary of t he charac teri s tics of deficient verbs 

3 .6. 1 Morphol ogi cal characte ri s tics 

The deficient ve r b s a l so r equire SC in order to 

f orm pre d i c a t ives. These SC c an never be left out from 

the defici ent p r edica tives . 
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Additional morphemes may be prefixed, infixed or 

suffixed to the form of deficient predicatives, e.g. the 

intentional formative -tZa-, the modal formative -ka-, the 

negative formatives -sa- or - se-, the negative formative 

ga-, the relative suffix -ng . 

The deficient verb stems are polymorphemic. Their 

morphology consists of the root plus suffix(es) . The 

suffix can be substituted by other suffixal morphemes, e.g. 

the subjunctive suffix -e, the negative suffix -e and the 

perfective suffixes - i Z-e . 

The form of the deficient verbs indicates aspect, 

i.e. the imperfective and the perfective. In principle 

there i s a perfective counterpart for each and every im

perfective deficient verb in Tswana. 

3.6.2 Semological characteristics 

The deficient verbs perform a descriptive function 

in communication. In this respect scholars in Bantu lan

guages have defined the deficient verbs as words which have 

an adverbial force. Deficient verbs do not signify time, 

i.e. present, past and future, but rather indicate special 

descriptive implications as distinct from or additional to 

the time factor . 

The special descriptive implications signified by 

deficient verbs refer to the duration, amount or length of 

the period in which the process or action described or 

modified is said to be taking or have taken place. This 

period usually falls within certain limits. 

The descriptive function or adverbial force of 

the deficient verbs can be tested by substituting them (at 

least functionally or semologically) with temporal adverbs. 

The deficient verbs signify aspect, i.e. imper

fective and perfective, in their descriptive function in 

the process of communication . The period of time they 

refer to, like the process or action signified by finite 
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verbs, can be in a state of continuing, i.e. imperfective 

or in a completed state, i.e. perfective. 

3.6.3 Syntactical characteristics 

In their syntactical order, the deficient pre

dicatives always precede the finite predicative in com

pounded predicates. This order is unchangeable. 

The complements to the deficient predicatives can 

never be left out of the compounded predicates. Should the 

complements be excluded from such compounded predicates, 

the deficient predicatives revert to complete finite pre

dicates (simple). This implies that context, more than 

anything else, determines the deficient nature of these 

verbal forms . 

There can only be one deficient predicative used 

in a compounded predicate. 

It is also a characteristic syntactical feature 

of deficient predicatives that no intervening word can be 

inserted between them and their complements. They form a 

much more compact unit with their complements. 

The above syntactical feature of deficient pre

dicatives is borne o ut further by the fact that when they 

are used with a uxiliary predicatives, they occur closest 

to the finite predicatives in compounded predicates. 

The deficient predicatives are subject to modal 

conjugations without any change in toneme patterns. The 

modal conjugations they undergo are indicated by their 

morphologica l constructions, e.g. the suffix -a for indi

cative affirmative, the suffix - e for indicative negative, 

the suffix -e for the subjunctive etc. 

It is worth noting that the finite verbs which 

usually take the subjunctive and negative suffixes i n 

simple predicates, surrender these suffixes to the deficient 

verbs in compounded predicates. 
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The classification of deficient verbs according 

to the type of complements which they take most commonly, 

shows them in two main categories. The one category con

sists of deficient verbs which usually take participial 

complements whereas the other consists of deficient verbs 

which take infinitive complements most commonly. The 

deficient verbs which usually take participial complements 

may also be followed by infinitive complements provided 

they too are in the infinitive . 

3 .6.4 Phonological characteristics 

The deficient verbs show a regular sound form 

characterised by the final vowel phoneme - a. This is the 

sound form they also show when they are used finitely in 

the imperfective aspect. 

Except for a few mono-syllabic deficient verbs, 

e . g. -re and -tswa , the deficient verbs are either di

syllabic or tri-syllabic. 

The deficient verbs reveal a regular high-low 

toneme pattern irrespective of the toneme pattern of their 

SC. 



CONCLUSION 

A COMPARISON OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF 
THE AUXILIARY VERBS AND THE DEFICIENT 
VERBS IN A TABULAR FORM 

(a) Morphological characteristics 

1. 

2 . 

SC as requirement to form predica
tives: Always require SC (+); may 
conditionally do without SC (-) . 

Morphemes that can be added to 
their predicative forms: 

(i) the relative suffix -ng; 
yes (+), no (- ) 

(ii) the prefixed negative 
formative ga-; yes (+) , 
no (-) 

(iii) the infixed negative for
mative -sa- /-se- ; yes (+), 
no( - ) 

(iv) the infixed intentional 
formative -tla- ; yes (+), 
no (-) 

(v) the infixed potential 
formative - ka- ; yes (+), 
no (-) 

(vi) the indefinite formative 
-a- ; yes (+),no(-) 

3 . Infixes that can be substituted 
into thei r stems: 

4 . 

s. 

(i) the perfective infix - il-; 
yes ( - ) , no ( - ) 

(ii) the applicative i nfix - el- ; 
yes (+),no(-) 

The divisibility of their stems 
into morphological elements: 
mono-morphemic ( - )1 poly-morphemic(+) 

Indicative of aspect, i.e. imperfec
tive and perfective, by means of 
morphemes; yes (+),no(- ) 

(b) Semological characteristics 

1 . Non- finite, i.e. indicative of 
non- verbal referents; yes (+);no(-) 

2 . Their share in the process of 
communication: 
signifier of grammatical time or 
tense and modal implications (-) 

auxiliary deficient finite 
verbs verbs verbs 

+ + 

+ + + 

+ + + 

+ + + 

+ + + 

+ + + 

+ + 

+ + 

only a few + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 
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OR 
signifier of descriptive or adverbial 
implications ( +) 

Indicative of aspects (imperfective 
and perfective) as semological 
features; yes (+), no (-) 

4. Their origin as n on-finite verbs: 
inherently non-finite (- ) 

OR 

secondarily non-finite(+) 

(c) Syntactical characteristics 

1. Precede the finite predicatives; 
yes (+), no (-) 

2. Form loose connection with the 
finite predicatives (- ) 

OR 

form compact unit with the finite 
predicatives (+ ) 

3 . Complements to these verbal forms: 
always require a complement(+) 

4. 

s. 

OR 

may conditi onally do wi t hout a 
complement(- ) 

The number of such non-finite 
predicative s which can be used in a 
compounded predicate : 
only one (+), more than one ( - ) 

Subject to modal conjugations; 
yes ( + ) , no ( - ) 

(d) Phonological characteristics 

1. Their sound forms: 
mostly defective (- ),regular(+) 

2. Number of syllables i n their sound 
forms: 

3. 

o ne (mono-syllabic), yes (+),no( - ) 
two (di- syllabic ) , yes (+) , no (- ) 
many (poly-syllabic), y es (+), no(-) 

Toneme pattern: 
low or low-low or hi~h-high (- ), 
high-low(+) 
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auxiliary deficient finite 
verbs verbs verbs 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ + 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ only a few 
+ + 

only one + 

+ 

none 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
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A proper classification of the auxiliary verbs and the 

deficient verbs 

The above table comparing the characteristics of 

the auxiliary verbs and the deficient verbs reveal the 

following facts: 

(a) Morphologically, the auxiliary verbs differ from 

the deficient verbs in more than half the number 

of characteristics compared. 

(b) Of the four semological characteristics compared, 

the auxiliary verbs and the deficient verbs differ 

from each other in three characteristics, and 

they are similar in only one characteristic. 

(c) Syntactically, five characteristics were compared, 

and the auxiliary verbs differed from the deficient 

verbs in four such characteristics. They showed 

similarity in only one syntactical characteristic. 

(d) Three phonological characteristics were compared, 

and the auxiliary verbs differed from the deficient 

verbs in two such characteristics. It is in only 

one phonological feature that the auxiliary verbs 

and the deficient verbs showed similarity. 

The above assessment of the characteristics of 

the auxiliary verbs and the deficient verbs show marked 

differences in respect of thei r morphological, semological, 

syntactical and phonological features. These differences 

justify a further division of the non-finite verbs into 

two sub-classes, namely, the auxiliary verbs and the 

deficient verbs. In other words, the auxiliary verbs and 

the deficient verbs as two sub-classes of non-finite verbs 

form a sub-class of words of the major word-category of 

verbs. 

The characteristics of the non-finite verbs 

(auxiliary verbs and deficient verbs) which are comparable 

to those of the finite verbs have also been indicated on 
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the above table . In this respect the deficient verbs show 

more characteri stics; common with the finite verbs, whereas 

the auxiliary verbs show less features common with the 

finite verbs. 
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SUMMARY 

The purpose of this study has been to descr ibe and 

c las~ify the auxiliary verbs and the deficient verb s i n 

Tswand, 

A review of the work done by various scholars on 

the uuxi1 1cu:i' verbs d.nd the deticient verbs !:>hows that much 

has be:en w:c it.ten on tht;;.::; e VE!i.baJ. forms in lhe Ng uni lauguuges. 

I n Tswdna, however, very li t tle has been done. 

Our examination of t he a uxiliary verbs and t.he 

deficient verbs in Tswana leads us to the foll owing con

clusions : 

(i) E. B. van Wyk' s criteria for determining word

categ01ies in Northern Sotho and i n Zulu are 

app l..L..:able also in t he d1:scr1ption ct1 1d classification 

of aux..Ll.l.ary verbs and deficient verb$ in Tswana. 

Thi::; is 1~t surprising , since the problem of these 

verbal terms 1s essentially a lso the problem of 

wcrd-cdt egories . These criteria relat~ co the 

morphuiogical, s~mological, syntac t ica l and phonc-

10g.~1l characLeristics ot word-ca t~gories • 

..L.l.J The: ~hdLdCterist~c s o f the auxiliary verbs and th~ 

det l.Cl.C:nt •,erbs as ana 1ysed in t.his s Ludy , and 

!:> ummd:. .l. 6c:d 1.r.. a t ubl e on pdg~s 9 8 ~nd 9 9, reveal 

tnese '.i_.rbal toi:ms as beLv ,3 ... ng t-o LWo dist.1. nct. 

::; ub-t..c. .. t.gc.ci.es o f tht: nor. t.i..nit..e verbs. I n other 

WOLd!:>, cne nun- t1.n1.te Vt.Lb~ as a sub-category of 

tlie ma.J\Ji. c,atL:go!y of vc:tbs , show furl.her s ub-

d.1. v.1.si0r1:s: ir1 to t.he d...ixi l.,_ary verbs ddd t.he def ic1ent 

verbs- Th.1.s resui.ts in a dcviat.1.un r rom the tra-

d.l. t ... vria l ClctSS1. t.t(.at.l.v!l vi these Vt:!Lbdl forms .J-lilv 

Vil (.,;_;_~gc.n·.1 w' t .... C Lub-diV.l.!:>.J..Ons . 

A'::. irid.1.~ated t.a.t.l .t . .... s...imu sch0la.rE. in Bci.I- '--i..l lc.1nguages , c,nd 

rswata ..Ln pa[~.l.~u~d~ , hdVc ~La~bl. i~t.d t.hest. Vc:Lbd l forms 

tvgeLhe.r as c ~ U1t:.L c1ux1.1_..,_.._~ ver.l:. s u 1. d t::11..::i ent. verbs. 

vtr.er 6Chu1...J.r:::. lie. :t. i:::ver, gv,,c t.c, t r.1: ~xt.~nt. of us ing butt 
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these terms, i.e. auxiliary and deficient, as synonyms i n 

c lassi fying these verbal forms together. 

This study i ndicates that verbs in Tswana should 

b e c l assified into f i nite and no n-finite . The non-finite 

verbs in turn should be classi ~ied into the auxiliary and 

the deficien t verbs . This cla s sificat ion of the ma jor 

category of verbs can be r epresented diagrammatically as 

fo llows: 

Verbs 

f .Lnite non- finite 

auxi .1. iary deficient 



SAMEVATTING 

Di e doel v an hierdie studie is om die hulpwerkwoorde 1 

en die defisiente werkwoorde in Tswana te beskryf en te 

klassi fiseer. 

'n Oorsig va n die werk deur verskeie studente oor 

die hulpwerkwoorde en die defisiente werkwoorde toon dat 

baie geskryf is oor hierdie werkwoordelike vorrne in die 

Ngunitale. In Tswana is daar egter weinig gedoen. 

Ons ondersoek van die hulpwerkwoorde en die 

defisiente werkwoorde in Tswana het ons tot die volgende 

gevolgtrekkings gebring: 

(i) E.B. van Wyk se kriteria om woordkategoriee in 

Noord-Sotho e n Zoeloe te bepaal, kan ook toegepas 

word in die beskrywing en klassifisering van hulp

werkwoorde en defisiente werkwoorde in Tswana. Dit 

is nie verrassend nie, omdat die probleem van hierdie i 

werkwoordelike vorme in wese ook die probleem van 

woordkategoriee is. Hierdie kriteria het betrekking j 

op die morfologiese, semiologiese, sintaktiese en 

fonologiese e i enskappe van woordkategori ee. 

(ii) Die eienskappe van die hulpwerkwoorde en d i e 

defisiente werkwoorde soos in hierdie studie 

geanaliseer en soos saamgevat in 'n tabel op bladsy 

98 en 99 , openbaar dat hierdie werkwoorde like vorme 

tot twee afgebakende sub-kategoriee van die onself

standige werkwoorde behoort. Met ander woorde, die 

onselfstandige werkwoorde as 'n sub-kategorie van 

die hoofka t egorie werkwoorde vertoon verdere onder

verdelings in die hulpwerkwoorde en die defisiente 

werkwoorde. Dit veroorsaak 'n afwyking van die 

tradisionele klassifikasie van hierdie werkwoordelike 

vorrne in 'n enkele kategorie sonder onderverdelings. 

Soos hoerop aangedui , het sornrnige studente van die Bantoe

tale , en Tswana in besonder, hierdie werkwoordelike vorrne 

bymekaar geklassifiseer as of hulpwerkwoorde, of defisiente 
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werkwoorde. Ander studente het selfs sover gegaan om hier

die terrne te gebruik as sinonierne in die klassifisering van 

hie rdie werkwoordelike vorme bymekaar. 

Hierdie studie doen aan die hand dat werkwoorde in 

Tswana geklassifiseer behoort te word in selfstandige en 

onselfstandige . Die onselfstandige werkwoorde behoort op 

hulle beurt weer geklassifiseer te word in die hulpwerk

woorde e n die defisiente werkwoorde. Hierdie klassifikasie 

van die hoofkategorie van werkwoorde kan diagrarnrnaties soos 

volg voorgestel word: 

Werkwoorde 

selfstandige onselfs tandige 

hulpwerkwoorde defisiente werkwoorde 


